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Abstract
This article critically assesses the increasingly prevalent claims of rapidly changing global power relations under
influence of the ‘rising powers’ and ‘globalization.’ Our main contention is that current analyses of countries’
degree of global power (especially for the BRICS) has been dominated by the control over resources approach that,
although it gauges power potential, it insufficiently accounts for how this potential is converted into actual global
might. By drawing on a unique and extensive dataset comprised of a wide array of political, economic, and military
networks for a vast number of countries between 1965 and 2005, we aim to 1) reassess alleged changes in the
structure of the world-system since 1965 and 2) analyze whether or not these changes can be attributed to
globalization. We pay attention to the trajectories of the BRICS and to the possibly divergent structural evolutions
of the political and economic dimensions that constitute the system. Our results show that despite a certain degree
of power convergence between countries at the sub-top of the system, divergence continues to take place between
the most and least powerful, and stratification is reproduced. Globalization is further shown to exacerbate this
trend, though its effect differs on the political and economic dimensions of the system. Though the traditional ‘core
powers’ might have to share their power with newcomer China in the future, this hardly heralds a new age in which
the global system of power relations are converging to the extent that stratification is being undermined.
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Recent developments have created the impression that the global power structure is shifting; new
countries appear to be rising to prominence in the global system, while the traditional powers are
stagnating or even declining. The economic and social transformations in the traditionally
dominant Western powers, combined with the rise of the BRICS countries, including the
spectacular rise of China, suggest that the era in which Western nations dominated the global
system may be coming to an end, and that in the near future these countries may have to share
power with these new rising powers (e.g., Cooper and Flemes, 2013; Layne, 2009). Globalization
is often identified as the primary cause of this alleged structural change (Friedman, 2005; Zakaria,
2008).
Globalization is employed here to denote a transformative process in which countries become
more integrated and interdependent in the economic as well as political, social, and cultural
subsystems. This process is said to cause countries to increasingly lose autonomy, to become more
affected by domestic affairs in other countries, and to be more dependent on their relations with
other countries. Scholarly communities and popular opinion contend that global power relations
have changed irrevocably under influence of the globalization process and the subsequent rise of
a number of non-traditional powers (e.g., Cooper and Flemes, 2013; Friedman, 2005; Zakaria,
2008). Other authorss, by contrast, maintain that this dominant perception insufficiently focuses
on long-term stratification, the reproduction of hierarchy in global power relations, and the
emergence of new inequalities (Cooper and Mo, 2013). World-systems scholars have found
evidence confirming that, contrary to neo-liberal predictions, the processes associated with
globalization reproduce existing inequalities in the world-system (e.g., Arrighi et al., 2003,
Mahutga, 2006). Against the wide-spread allegations of large-scale change, the counterargument
holds that globalization does not fundamentally challenge inequalities and in fact, may exacerbate
them.
The BRICS countries are often seen as the prototypes of the new rising powers in the global
system. The acronym refers to a set of countries (Brazil, Russia, India, China and (sometimes)
South Africa) that all show a promise of rapid economic growth (Cooper, 2006; Cheng et al., 2007;
Desai, 2007; Hancock, 2007), and that potentially may become important players in the global
system. However, critics have already pointed to the enormous diversity amongst these five
countries, not only regarding their current situation and history, but also with respect to their past
economic growth rates and future prospects (Desai, 2007; Glosny, 2010; Armijo, 2007; Jacobs &
Van Rossem, 2014). Economically, Armijo (2007) argues that what these countries share is
economic size, not their economic growth, nor the opportunities for investments. This contention
aside, these countries have all been regional powers for a while; Russia and China are global
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superpowers, and all are quite active on the international scene. The potential of the BRICS
countries is not exclusively economic but military and political as well.
The official statistics confirm that the economic trajectories of the BRICS countries vary
widely. From the mid-20th century onwards, Brazil and India followed an import substitution
industrialization strategy and have only recently become more free-trade oriented, while China
had its initial industrialization following a communist economic strategy based on self-reliance.
The Chinese economy only started liberalizing somewhat from the 1980s onwards when it started
to pursue an export-led strategy. The Russian Federation also inherited an industrialized
communist economy which shrank substantially in the early 1990s, experienced a dubious
liberalization, and is now heavily dependent on the export of raw materials. Since 2000, all of the
BRICS countries have experienced a higher average economic growth than the world as a whole.
Where the world economy grew on an average of 2.7% each year over the period 2000-2014
(World Bank, 2016 & our calculations), China’s economy grew by 9.7% and India’s by 7.0% on
average per year over this period. The three remaining BRICS countries, however, experienced
less stellar growth rates over this period; Russia: 4.5%, Brazil: 3.3% and South-Africa: 3.2%. The
BRICS countries’ growing shares of world trade also show that their economies have become
increasingly important in the global economy. In 2000, the 5 BRICS countries accounted for 6.34%
of the total global exports in goods and services, and this increased to 16.48% by 2014. However,
there are substantial differences among the BRICS, with China responsible for most of this gain.
In 2000, China’s exports accounted for 2.74% of total global trade, and by 2014 this had grown to
10.46%. By contrast, Brazil (from 0.87% to 1.12%) and South Africa (from 0.47% to 0.46%) saw
their share of the global trade increase very little or not at all. The volume of trade does not
determine the power a country derives from it, however, as trade flows may be sources of both
power and dependency. Whether or not trade relations are a source of power or dependency, and
to what extent, depends on the structure of a country’s trade relations and how they are embedded
in the global trade network.
The military potential of the BRICS also varies substantially. Russia, and to a lesser degree,
China and India are nuclear weapons nations, while the other two BRICS countries are not. Russia
is a former superpower that saw its military power decline substantially in the wake of the collapse
of the USSR. Recently, however, Russia has started to rebuild its forces and has adopted a more
assertive military strategy, not only towards NATO and neighboring countries, but also by
involvement in international conflicts. Both its nuclear and conventional military capabilities
remain strong (Xuetong, 2006; Hart & Jones, 2010). China’s military power remains considerably
weaker than Russia’s, but the country has embarked on a process to modernize its forces (Sutter,
2003). Recently, China has become more assertive, establishing itself as a power in Asia and
challenging both its neighbors and the USA (Holslag, 2015). India is a regional rather than a global
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power (Sinha & Dorschner, 2010), and remains weak compared to the global military powers.
Neither Brazil nor South Africa play any meaningful global military role. In 2011, China and
Russia were placed 2nd and 3rd, respectively, in a ranking of 129 countries’ military expenditures,
accounting for 7.96% and 3.95% of worldwide military expenditures (SIPRI, 2012 & our
calculations). The other BRICS countries also spend a lot on their militaries: India was ranked 8th
(2.73%), Brazil was ranked 11th (1.94%) and South Africa was ranked 35th (0.30%). Note that the
combined military expenditures of the BRICS are still dwarfed by those of the number 1 spender,
the USA, which in 2011 accounted for 43.45% for global military expenditures. The BRICS are
no match for the USA in terms of military expenditure. However, expenditures do not say it all.
India and Brazil, for instance, may receive much less returns in terms of global military power
than countries that spend far less, as they make little use of their military to project their power
globally.
The BRICS’ political power can be traced through the role played by these countries in
international affairs. Both Russia and China are members of the UN Security Council, but they
remained politically isolated for a long time because of their communist regimes. They only
became more active on the international political scene after the collapse of the USSR and China’s
economic opening up to the world. Brazil and India, by contrast, have been politically prominent
on the global scene, and stress their non-aligned position as advocates for the low- and middleincome countries. South Africa was politically isolated until the fall of the apartheid regime and
after this started to play a more visible role on the international scene. All BRICS countries focus
on international organizations to exert political influence. Brazil and India have been wellintegrated since the mid-20th century, but Russia, China, and South Africa have only sought access
to international organizations since the 1990s. All of them aim to mobilize regional blocs and
developing nations to influence decision-making in these international organizations (Hart &
Jones, 2010). Russia further attempts to restore its influence over the former Soviet states, while
China attempts to assert its position in Asia and to establish ties with many African nations.
The available evidence confirms that the BRICS are a quite diverse lot. Economically, their
performance and power varies widely, and they also differ substantially in military strength. They
currently seem to follow similar strategies regarding their political power in the global system,
although the economically and militarily stronger BRICS, Russia and China, also pursue more
assertive strategies to gain political influence. However, these indicators are all based upon the
possession of resources. This is especially the case for economic and military power. Although
resources certainly can be sources of power, power also depends on how these resources are used.
Systemic power is fundamentally a relational process, in which resources are used to create
dependencies. The network approach to power and prominence stresses not only the relational
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aspect of power but also the fact that each power relation is embedded in a structure of power
relations.
Therefore, this paper examines whether and how globalization has affected the global power
structure between 1965 and 2005. We question whether or not globalization impacts hierarchy and
inequality in the global power structure, and what its impact is on mobility in this system. To weigh
in on the above debate about the rising powers and the BRICS, we also aim to identity exactly
which countries have benefited from globalization in terms of rising to power.
Prominence in the Global System
Nobody will deny that the US is a more powerful country than Grenada, or that China is more
powerful than Nepal. The structure of the hierarchical global power system reflects power
differences among countries. This is the underlying idea behind the network studies of the worldsystem (Clark, 2010; Clark and Beckfield, 2009; Clark and Mahutga, 2013; Kick and Davis, 2001;
Kick, McKinney, McDonald, and Jorgenson, 2011; Lloyd et al., 2009; Mahutga, 2006; Mahutga
and Smith, 2011; Nemeth and Smith, 1985; Smith and White, 1992; Snyder and Kick, 1979; Van
Rossem, 1996) that assume that more prominent countries are at an advantage compared to those
that are less prominent or in the periphery.
Network studies conceptualize the world-system in a way that is quite unique and that differs
from world-system analysis in some respects (e.g., Clark 2008; 2010; Clark and Beckfield 2009;
Lloyd et al. 2009). Where world-systems analysis focuses on the type of production process in
defining countries’ position in the IDL and the world-system, SNA defines power and dependency
by the patterns of power/dependency relations between countries, thus by partner dependency
(Clark 2008; 2010). Notwithstanding these differences, Galtung’s (1971) conceptualization of the
“feudal interaction structure” (FIS) of the world-system illustrates how both are often strongly
interrelated. The FIS is characterized by asymmetric and exclusive dependency relations between
core and peripheral countries, symmetric and non-exclusive dependency relations among core
countries, and the absence of relations among peripheral countries. This is also consistent with the
idea that the power of A over B is relational in nature and stems from dependency of B on A,
Emerson’s (1962) arguments, and with arguments from organizational and open systems theory.
These latter arguments are based on the contention that dependency stems from the ability of the
other to create fluctuations which will have major effects on the functioning of the actor (Scott,
1992).
Inspired by Galtung’s (1971) FIS, network analysis has proved to be a valuable tool in the
study of the structure of the world-system. Due to the aforementioned differences, however, we
refer here to the global system of power relations rather than to the world-system to denote the
global network of dependency relations among countries.
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The relationship between network prominence and power remains complex. It reflects power
in the sense that it captures how power resources are converted into more stable (inter)dependency
relations and thus create a global power structure. The position within this network can create
advantages for countries. Following the FIS, for instance, core countries monopolize the flows of
resources and information among peripheral countries, as the latter lack direct relations with each
other. Such a brokerage position provides advantages (see Burt 1992). A diverse network of
trading partners also limits vulnerability to the disruption of one or more of these relations. By
strategically developing these dependency relationships, countries can punch above their weight
in the global system. For instance, lesser developed countries (LDCs) have actively developed
alliances and memberships to international organizations (IGOs) to improve their influence in the
global system. Network prominence, therefore, reflects power as well as opportunities, visibility,
and influence, and is the result of a country’s resources and strategic action.
Following the (network) research tradition set forth by Snyder and Kick (1979), Kick and
Davis (2001), and Van Rossem (1996), we include economic as well as military and political
relations. Other world-system scholars have similarly pointed towards the need for more research
into a multidimensional conceptualization of the world-system (e.g., Chase-Dunn, 1998; Kentor,
2000). Babones (2005) and Clark and Beckfield (2009) acknowledge that non-economic networks
could be relevant in predicting a variety of (more non-economic) outcomes in the world-system.
Thus, some states will rely more on economic power for global status or prominence, while others
rely more on political and/or military power. It follows that a country’s degree of power in the
“global arena” can flow forth from its combined position on these various power networks, and
countries’ positions on these networks can vary substantially. These power networks must then be
relatively autonomous and follow their own logic to a certain extent, though this does not imply
that they are completely independent.
Globalization and the Global System
Globalization is a catch-all term referring to a complex of interrelated transformations that affect
practically the entire world and most of its population. Structurally, it refers to the increased flows
and (inter)dependencies among countries and regions. These flows include people, trade, capital,
information, communication, rules and regulation, etc. This implies that the networks connecting
the countries become denser, stronger, and more multiplex as countries become connected in
multiple ways. As part of the globalization process, countries become more integrated in the global
system and more interdependent.
However, the question remains as to how this affects the structure of the global system. An
often heard argument holds that globalization, or political and economic integration into the
system, both directly and indirectly benefits countries’ global economic and political positions,
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and thus undermines stratification in the system (e.g., Friedman, 2005; Zakaria, 2008). By contrast,
a considerable number of scholars, especially world-systems scholars, contest the above
perspective that globalization undermines the stratified nature of the global system, and argue that
it might in fact even reinforce systemic inequality (e.g., Arrighi et al., 2003; Clark and Beckfield,
2009; Mahutga, 2006; Wallerstein, 1974).
The dominant argument stemming from neo-liberal economics holds that growing
interdependence through political and economic integration underpins development opportunities
and economic growth (e.g., Dollar and Kraay, 2002; Dreher, 2006; Sala-i-Martin, 2002), whether
it is because of greater trade openness (Frankel and Romer, 1999), economic liberalization (Collins
and Bosworth, 1996; Sachs and Warner, 1997), or increased financial flows. The emergence of the
new international division of labor (NIDL) (Fröbel, Heinrichs, and Kreye, 1980) and the expansion
of neoliberal trade policy since the 1980s is especially believed to benefit developing countries.
The relocation of production processes to developing countries, their ensuing industrialization, and
inflow of foreign direct investments is expected to boost their domestic economies and facilitate
integration into the global economy (e.g., Amsden, 2001).
Overall, globalization is said to decrease global income inequality (Firebaugh, 2003) and
undermine the power hierarchy (e.g., Norberg, 2003) and centralization (Kim and Shin, 2002) in
the world-system, ultimately “flattening out” the world (Friedman, 2005). Finally, scholars from
the world polity tradition argue that integration of non-core countries into the world polity is
causing stratification and core dominance in global political networks to decline (Beckfield, 2003,
2008; Boli, Loya, and Loftin, 1999; Meyer, Boli, Thomas, and Ramirez, 1997). The evidence here
points towards a declining inequality in the world polity, at least regarding state intergovernmental
organization (IGO) membership (Beckfield, 2003, 2008) and preferential trade agreements
(Hafner-Burton and Montgomery, 2009).
The world-systems paradigm argues that the mechanisms inherent in the logic of the
capitalist world-system reproduce the global hierarchy. The core’s ability to constantly shift to
new and more innovative production processes that create more surplus value ensures core
dominance. As the profitability of core-like processes decreases, these processes are relocated to
the semiperiphery. Though this shift may underlie upward mobility for certain countries, especially
in the semiperiphery, benefits do not accrue equally to all countries in the world-system. This
process does not undercut hierarchy but sustains old forms of structural inequality. Wallerstein
(2000, 2005) contends that what appears to be sudden, globalization-induced change, in fact
reflects a combination of long term cyclical rhythms and secular trends inherent to the systemic
mechanisms that underlie the workings of the world-system.
Arrighi et al. (2003), Mahutga (2006), and Mahutga and Smith (2011) focus on countries’
production processes to study the impact of globalization on structural inequality and economic
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growth in the world-system. Arrighi et al. (2003) find that the mechanisms of both structural and
ideological globalization (of the 1980s and 1990s) underlie the reproduction of the North-South
income divide. Mahutga’s (2006) analysis of commodity trade networks show that the core and a
few semiperipheral countries benefitted disproportionally from the restructuring that began in the
1960s. These findings are compatible with other networks research on the world-system that find
especially strong upward mobility of the middle tier states over those in the periphery (Clark, 2010;
Mahutga & Smith, 2011). Indeed, most of the countries in the periphery or LDC’s often lack the
resources to exploit the globalization process to their own benefit.
Thus, to capitalize on globalization, countries do not only require the necessary infrastructure
and resources, a stable political system, and a sufficiently well-educated population, but must
also be integrated in the global system to a certain degree. Though all four BRIC economies have
opened up to the global economy since the second half of the 20th century, the speed and degree
to which they did varied significantly, as these four countries obviously possess very different
material and relational resources. Both China’s and Russia’s communist systems largely isolated
them from the international economy before the fall of the Soviet Union and the Chinese market
reforms of 1978. The latter reforms were designed to achieve economic modernization through the
gradual opening up to the global market economy (Geis & Holt, 2009). Underpinned by its
enormous population size, China followed an export-oriented strategy to economic integration
through large-scale industrialization and significant trade liberalization.
Though investment and consumer-driven demand are becoming increasingly important in
Russia, the Russian economy is fueled by natural resources, including oil, natural gas, metals, and
timber, which account for more than 80% of exports. This dependency on commodity exports and
insufficient economic diversity leaves the country “vulnerable to fluctuations in world prices”
(Cheng et al., 2007: 146). As Brazil and India are less industrialized than China, they rely much
less on mass export as a means of domestic economic development and global economic
integration. This translates into a significantly smaller share of the global economy and partially
results from deliberate economic policy. Tough Russia and China are permanent members of the
UN Security Council, and their communist regimes restrained them to far more isolated,
disadvantaged positions in terms of political power in the global system than was the case for
Brazil and India as far back as 1965. Despite these differing starting points, all four countries
followed similar strategies towards global political integration. These strategies include a
combination of regional and south-south cooperation and cooperation within the BRICs to form
political blocs within multilateral institutions and to promote opportunities for developing nations.
We should not underestimate the political contradictions within these four countries, however,
both in terms of competition for power on the world stage and in terms of their very divergent
domestic political systems.
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World-systems scholars do not deny the possibility of upward mobility, but this observed
mobility is not seen to alter the inequalities in the system in any fundamental way. In fact, it is
argued to even reinforce these inequalities and divides. Although some less prominent countries
may benefit, the more prominent countries tend to benefit the most, reinforcing their dominance
over the system.
In sum, the dominant focus on massive and large scale change and short term fluctuations
(especially since the 1990s), has led the majority of scholarly research to disregard long-term
continuity and stratification in the world-system; i.e. the persisting restraints experienced by the
non-traditional powers and the reproduction of the structural hierarchy in the system. Although
globalization may increase the density, strength, and multiplexity of the dependency relations
among countries, it does not fundamentally challenge the dominance of the most prominent
countries nor the FIS. Following the conflicting perspectives outlined above, this paper sets out to
test the hypothesis that globalization reduced structural inequality in the global system between
1965 and 2005 by increasing the mobility of less prominent countries. The evolution experienced
by the BRICS countries over this period is emphasized.
Measuring Global System Prominence
Network analysis has been frequently used to operationalize the structure of and inequalities within
the world-system. Most of these studies rely on blockmodel techniques that recover discrete strata
with the global system (e.g., Nemeth and Smith, 1985; Smith and White, 1992; Snyder and Kick,
1979). More recently, several studies have started to use continuous measures of prominence,
power, or centrality (e.g., Lloyd et al., 2009; Mahutga, 2006). For this paper we employ such a
continuous prominence measure calculated on a series of dichotomous networks that capture
economic, political, and military dependency relations among countries 1. Each network tie
represents a dependency relation between two countries. A tie from country B to country A implies
B is dependent on A and that A, therefore, has some power over B. The rationale for these choices
was taken from Van Rossem (1996). Dependent and overseas territories and colonies were
considered dependent on their mother country for diplomatic relations, international alliances, and
the presence of foreign troops. This method requires all network relations to be dichotomous.
Economic relations were operationalized using import and export dependency. Country B is
considered import or export dependent on country A when the respective flow exceeds one percent
of B’s GDP. The rationale is that 1) the importance of a trade flow depends on the overall size of
a country’s economy, and 2) the trade flow must be substantial for it to constitute a dependency
1

Social network analysis often still assumes that relationships are dichotomous, either two nodes have a relationship,
or they do not. All standard prominence, centrality, or power measures assume that the network is dichotomous and
are based on the structure of present and absent ties among nodes. The prominence measure used here is no exception.
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relation. For instance, Panama will be much more dependent on a country it exports one million
dollars of goods to than the USA will be for the same amount. The data is based on both the IMF’s
Direction of Trade Statistics (IMF, 2010a) and the Correlates of War “International Trade” dataset
(Barbieri and Keshk, 2012). We obtained GDP data from the World Bank’s World Development
Indicators (World Bank, 2011). Missing data was supplemented from the United Nation’s
Statistical Yearbook (United Nations, 2010) and from the IMF’s Financial Statistics (IMF, 2010b).
We imputed missing export flows from the corresponding import flow, and vice versa. As is the
case with all official economic statistics, this data also underestimates both countries’ real GDP
and the real trade flows among countries. This is because the undocumented (illegal and informal)
economy is not counted. Although all countries are vulnerable to such underestimation, one can
expect this to be more pronounced in lower income countries. On the other hand, that the data
collection is quite standardized is what makes the data quite comparable over countries and time.
For political relations, we included data on (1) diplomatic representation and (2) joint
memberships of intergovernmental organizations. Diplomatic representation refers to the presence
of an embassy of one country in another (Europa Publications, 2011). Many countries lack the
resources to establish embassies in all countries with which they have diplomatic relations and will
restrict themselves to establishing representation in countries that are politically most important to
them. Joint membership of intergovernmental organizations was operationalized as the number of
joint IGO memberships of two countries divided by the number of IGO memberships of the
sending country (Pevehouse, Nordstrom, and Warnke, 2004). Countries with many joint IGO
memberships are considered important by their partner countries not only due to their ability to
exert a strong influence on global policy making, but also because they constitute important
partners on the global political scene. As both IGO memberships and the presence of embassies
are both quite public events, the quality of this data is excellent.
Military relations include (1) formal alliances, (2) the presence of foreign troops, and (3)
trade in major weapon systems. The alliance data was obtained from the Alliance Treaty
Obligations and Provisions Project (ATOP) (Leeds, Ritter, McLaughlin Mitchell, and Long,
2002), and the International Military Alliances Encyclopedia, 1648-2008 (Gibler, 2009). As with
diplomatic relations, countries form alliances with others that are politically and strategically
important to them. Though the presence of foreign troops in a country can either be hostile or
peaceful and strategic, both instances represent dependency relations. The source of this data was
the military balance (IISS, 1965 – 2005). Presence of troops as part of a United Nations
peacekeeping force was excluded. Trade in major weapons systems refers to long term military
relations between nations, as delivery of such systems often takes several years and usually
requires government involvement and approval on both sides. Here, the country receiving arms
was considered dependent on alter for weapons systems and thus for military support. The
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information was collected from the yearly reports by the SIPRI (SIPRI, 1965-2005). To the extent
that weapon deals, treaties, and the presence of troops are kept secret, these indicators will
underestimate the military relations among countries.
Prominence Measures
To operationalize global system prominence, we created a measure that would capture Galtung’s
FIS (1971). Hummel and Sodeur’s (1987; see also Burt 1990) triad census method, which was
originally developed to measure role equivalence, proved a useful starting point. Although
originally used to estimate blockmodels of the world system structure (Van Rossem, 1996), the
triad censuses can also be used to calculate prominence indicators. Triads are the smallest part of
a network that still provide information about the structure of the network. In this study,
prominence is operationalized as the scores on the first principal component of the relative triad
censuses for all networks involved. Separate prominence indicators were generated for the
economic, military, and political networks, as well as an overall global system prominence
indicator. We validated these indicators by comparing them to other prominence or centrality
measures.
Past research has relied on a wide range of network-based indicators to operationalize the
structural inequalities in the world-, global or international system. The earliest studies relied
mainly on blockmodelling approaches that placed countries in distinct positions or roles (such as
core, semiperiphery and periphery) (e.g., Nemeth and Smith, 1985; Smith and White, 1992; Snyder
and Kick, 1979; Van Rossem, 1996). One drawback of such methods is that the boundaries of the
blocks are always arbitrary to a certain degree and that they ignore the often substantial differences
in power and importance of countries within a given block. For instance, both the US and
Luxembourg may be core countries, but few would argue that they are equally important in the
global system. The use of continuous prominence or centrality measures overcomes this problem
(e.g., Lloyd et al., 2009; Mahutga, 2006; Kim, 2010). However, common prominence or centrality
measures (degree, betweenness, eigenvalue), like the blockmodels, are network specific and do
not allow for easy comparison between networks or over time. Furthermore, these prominence
measures are not easily extended to multiplex networks in which countries are related through
multiple ties. The advantage of the triad census-based prominence indicators compared to others
is that they allow comparison over time because the indicators are standardized over the entire
period studied and can readily be used on multiplex networks. We operationalized mobility as the
change in economic system or global system prominence between two consecutive years. The
evolution of unequal integration in the world-system, which can also be interpreted as unequal
spread of status or prominence relations between countries in the system, was studied by analyzing
the standard deviations of the prominence measures over time.
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Globalization and Growth
Globalization is operationalized using the KOF 2 index, which offers countries’ degree of social,
economic, and political globalization for every year since 1970 (see Dreher, 2006; Dreher, Gaston,
& Martens, 2008; KOF Swiss Economic Institute, 2015). These indexes combine indicators that
measure the degree to which countries have been penetrated by (or their openness to) the world
economy, polity, and society. In order to assess the overall intensity of globalization in the world
in any given year, we aggregated the country-level scores to compute a global index of
globalization. The economic globalization score was weighted by the GDP of the country, while
the political and social globalization scores were weighted by population size. World economic
growth was measured using the World Development Indicators’ annual real GDP growth variable
(World Bank, 2011).
Overall Inequality
The results, presented in
Figure 1 and Error! Reference source not found., confirm the stratified structure of the global
system, with countries varying substantially in their level of global system prominence. The
distribution of this global system is very skewed towards the higher end. The overwhelming
majority of countries cluster around the lower end of the distribution, while only a few countries
score towards the higher end. As the mean score on the global system prominence indicator for
the period 1965-2005 equals 0 (with a SD = 1), the minimum score observed was -1.05 for Vanuatu
in 1980, while the maximum score was 9.56 for the USA in 2004. The histograms in
Figure 1 show a change in the distribution of the global prominence scores over time; a decline
can be noted in the proportion of countries with the very lowest scores, where the proportion of
those with slightly higher scores has risen. This is also confirmed by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
tests shown in Table 1.
The distribution of the global system scores in 2005 was significantly different from that in
1965. Note, however, that the most substantial change in this distribution took place in the earliest
part of the period studied, between 1965 and 1975. No significant change was observed in any of
the subsequent decades. In 1996, the top-10 countries were: 1) United Kingdom, 2) France, 3)
United States, 4) German Federal republic, 5) Netherlands, 6) Italy, 7) Belgium, 8) Canada, 9)
Japan, and 10) Denmark. In 2005, the top consisted of 1) United States, 2) Germany, 3) United
Kingdom, 4) France, 5) Italy, 6) Netherlands, 7) China, 8) Belgium, 9) Singapore, and 10) Russia.
Note that 7 of the 10 countries are the same in 2005 as in 1965.
2

KOF = “Konjunkturforschungsstelle”, which means business cycle research institute
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Table 1: Kolmogorov-Smirnov Tests for Comparisons of System Prominence Indicators in
Selected Years
Global system

Political system

Economic system

Military system

prominence

prominence

prominence

prominence

1965 1975

0.183**

0.253***

0.557***

0.161*

1985

0.177**

0.202**

0.588***

0.192**

2005

0.220***

0.263***

0.631***

0.272***

1975 1985

0.093

0.122

0.192**

0.149*

1985 1995

0.077

0.135*

0.161**

0.247***

2005

0.088

0.103

0.469***

0.221***

1995 2005

0.109

0.123§

0.443***

0.066

Significance: §: p < 0.100, *: p < 0.050, **: p < 0.010, ***: p < 0.001

Figure 1: Distribution of Global System Prominence, 1965, 1985, & 2005
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We attribute the finding that the UK and France are more prominent than the US early in the
studied period to the importance of their (post)colonial networks. It is only in the second half of
the studied timeframe that the importance of these networks decreases. Furthermore, several small,
highly developed nations with an open economy and that value international relations, such as the
Netherlands and Belgium, and more recently Singapore, also make it to the top. The bottom of the
hierarchy mainly consists of dependent territories and small island nations.
The BRICS countries were mainly in the sub-top of the distribution as early as 1965, with
the USSR ranked 20th, India 22nd, Brazil 27th, South Africa 45th, and China 70th out of 176. China
was still relatively isolated from the global system, following a self-reliance strategy towards
development. By 1985, however, China had climbed to the 18th position (out of 187), and by 2005,
to place 7 (out of 212). The USSR (and later Russia) was also upwardly mobile, reaching a 9 th
place in 1985 and a 10th in 2005, i.e., behind China. India’s position in the hierarchy changed little
over time, taking place 33 in 1985 and 25 in 2005. Little changed for Brazil, as it rose to place 22
in 1985, but dropped back to place 41 in 2005. The effectiveness of the international campaign
against South Africa is demonstrated by the finding that by 1985 South Africa had dropped to a
123rd place, only to become reintegrated in the global system after the end of the apartheid regime,
climbing to place 33 in 2005.

Table 2: Correlation Matrix for Prominence Indicators (pooled over all years)
Global system

Political system

Economic system

Miltary system

prominence

prominence

prominence

prominence
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Global system

1.000

prominence

Political system

0.683

1.000

0.898

0.425

1.000

0.872

0.373

0.740

prominence

Economic system
prominence

Miltary system

1.000

prominence

All correlations are significant at p < 0.001

We conceptualize the global system is conceptualized as a multiplex network. Table 2 shows
that the prominence in the three subnetworks, political, economic, and military, are all strongly
correlated with the global system prominence; although, the correlation for political system
prominence is somewhat lower than those for economic and military system prominence. Political
system prominence also has only a medium-strength correlation with the prominence scores in the
two other systems.
This indicates that the political system follows a somewhat different logic than the others.
Economic and military system prominence are more directly related to resources (either in terms
of GDP or population), while for the political system these resources are considerably less
important, allowing smaller or poorer nations to pursue political prominence. Nevertheless, the
different prominence indicators evolved in a quite parallel fashion over time (see Error!
Reference source not found.).
The mean prominence increased at fairly constant pace from 1965 to 1980 and stagnated
during the 1980s. A sharp drop in mean prominence is observed in the early 1990s, due to the
dissolution of the USSR and the entry of former Soviet states in the system. The mean prominence
scores—for the global as well as for the subsystem scores—increased again from the mid-1990s
onward. Error! Reference source not found. illustrates, however, that the standard deviation
increased over time alongside the mean prominence score, and that both follow similar patterns.
Only the standard deviation for political system prominence remained fairly stable since the mid1970s. This implies that the inequality in the global system increased rather decreased over time
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and certainly does not support the hypothesis that globalization will decrease the inequality in the
global system.
Both Error! Reference source not found. and Error! Reference source not found. further
show that globalization increased steadily from 1970 to 2005 and is strongly correlated with both
the mean score and the standard deviations for all prominence indicators (see Table 3). Only the
correlation with mean economic system prominence is smaller. These results suggest that because
it causes stronger integration amongst countries in the global system, globalization may raise
countries’ overall level of prominence. Each country may be rendered somewhat more powerful
in the global system; however, as certain countries benefit more from globalization than others,
overall system inequality increases as well. Moreover, the partial correlations between
globalization and the prominence indicators became non-significant after controlling for time.
Accordingly, ongoing globalization and system prominence may well be two secular trends that
might occur independently from each other.
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Figure 2: Evolution of Mean Prominence Scores (1965-2005) and Globalization (1970-2005)
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Figure 3: Evolution of Standard Deviation of Prominence Scores (1965 - 2005) and
Globalization (1970 - 2005)
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Table 3: Correlations between the globalization index and the system prominence
indicators (N = 36)

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Global

0.864

0.703

Political

0.820

0.696

Economic

0.531

0.666

Military

0.920

0.701

All coefficients are significant at p < 0.001

The Paths of the BRICS
The BRICS are considered the up and coming countries. The results in Error! Reference source
not found. only partially support this assertion.
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Figure 4: Evolution of Global System Prominence Scores for the BRICS Countries
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China shows strong upward mobility from a global system prominence score of -0.23 in 1965 to
one of 3.85 in 2005. This steady increase in prominence was already present from 1965, but from
1998 on China’s global system prominence scores skyrocketed. The USSR and, later on, Russia
also steadily increased in prominence from 0.27 in 1965 to 2.16 in 2005, with only a small dip in
the early nineties after the collapse of the USSR (its global system prominence score dropped from
1.47 in 1990 to 1.14 in 1992). For the other three countries, however, the picture is less optimistic.
South Africa’s global system prominence score increased from -0.04 in 1965 to 0.93 in 2005, but
for most of the period studied, its prominence declined because of the international boycott on the
country, which caused it to score below -0.40 in the late ‘80s and early ‘90s. Only after the end of
the apartheid regime, did its global system prominence start to increase again. Although Brazil and
India also both experienced an increase in global system prominence, their gains were relatively
modest. Brazil’s scores rose from 0.12 in 1965 to 0.62 in 2005, but had substantially higher scores
in the late ‘80s and early ‘90s with a maximum score of 1.00 in 1987. Its global system prominence
score kept declining throughout the 1990s, and only started rising again in the 2000s. India’s ascent
is much more stable from 0.24 in 1996 to 1.14 in 2005, and it is only in the last few years of the
period studied that its mobility appeared to increase.
The evolution of the BRICS countries’ levels of prominence in the subsystems are somewhat
different.
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Figure 5. Evolution of Economic and Political System Prominence Scores for BRICS
Countries
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shows the BRICS’ evolution in terms of economic and political system prominence between
1965 and 2005.
Figure 5. Evolution of Economic and Political System Prominence Scores for BRICS
Countries
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China’s increase in political system prominence was fairly gradual throughout the entire
period, and its rise in economic system prominence was initially equally gradual. From the end of
the ‘90s on it increased rapidly, making China a major economic power. From 1965 to the mid‘80s, the USSR/Russia’s political system prominence remained fairly stable. It was only with the
introduction of the perestroika and glasnost policies that the USSR became a politicallyprominent
player through its opening up to countries other than its traditional allies. Its increase in economic
system prominence was fairly constant, except for a brief decline in the late 1980s and early 1990s.
South Africa was a political outcast for most of the period studied, and only attained intermediary
levels of economic prominence.
After 1994, South Africa really became a politically prominent country. In the economic
system, however, South Africa’s intermediary levels of prominence remained fairly stable
throughout the period. Thus, South Africa’s political integration in the global system was not
accompanied by a similar economic integration. Both Brazil and India were already fairly
prominent countries in the political subsystem, and their political system prominence only
increased slightly throughout the period. Their economic system prominence remained at
intermediary levels throughout the period, and this was especially the case for Brazil. India’s
economic system prominence started to increase from the mid-1990s onward.
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Globalization and Mobility
The BRICS countries show quite different paths and rates of mobility. Only China is rapidly
climbing up in the global system hierarchy, although Russia is also steadily improving its
prominence. The others, however, display less impressive mobility. An even larger variation in
mobility is observed among the other countries in the system, although the overwhelming majority
displays increasing prominence scores over time and all declines in prominence tend to be limited.
Of the 173 countries that have data for both 1965 and 2005, 140 or 81% show an increase in scores
and only 33 decrease. The top risers over this period are 1) Germany (+5.62), 2) the United States
(+5.53), 3) China (+4.08), 4) Italy (+3.70), 5) Singapore (+3.32), 6) the United Arab Emirates
(+2.49), 7) Belgium (+2.47), 8) the Netherlands (+2.44), 9) South Korea (+2.37), and 10) France
(+2.19). Among these ten most mobile countries, six were also already part of the ten most
prominent countries in 1965. The four remaining countries are rapidly developing countries that
followed export oriented growth strategies (e.g., Haggard, 1990). The top 10 decliners over this
period were: 164) New Zealand (-0.16), 165) Western Samoa (-0.16), 166) French Polynesia (0.16), 167) Faroe Islands (-0.17), 168) American Samoa (-0.17), 169) Portugal (-0.17), 170)
Greenland (-0.18), 171) Guadaloupe (-0.18), 172) Nauru (-0.19), and 173) Serbia/Yugoslavia (0.20). Note that the decline over this period is quite modest even for these countries, and that often
they experienced considerable fluctuations in their prominence scores over this period. Many of
the decliners are quite small nations, but this top 10 does also contain some industrialized nations.
We ran a series of random-effects regressions to test whether or not some groups of countries
benefit more than others from globalization and/or from the performance of the global economy.
Table 4 shows the results for the random intercept regressions for change in global, economic, and
political system prominence. Three models were estimated for each outcome variable: a base
model (models 1, 4, & 7) with only the main effects of all predictors, a full model (2, 5, & 8) that
also includes the interactions between system prominence and globalization and world economic
growth, and a parsimonious model (3, 6, & 9) that contains only the effects significant at p < 5%.
The results are very similar for global-system and economic prominence. A first question is
whether or not globalization has an independent effect on mobility in the world-system, and
whether or not this effect is more beneficial to more prominent countries. On average, more
prominent countriesexperience higher economic and overall mobility (models 1 and 4), confirming
claims that the core experiences mobility over time, rather than claims of especially strong
semiperipheral mobility. The question remains of whether or not this mobility can be attributed to
globalization. Globalization does not have a meaningful distinct effect on overall or economic
mobility, providing evidence that becoming more intensely globalized cannot be considered an
effective strategy for countries to achieve upward mobility. However, models 2, 3, 5 and 6 indicate
that globalization provides a context in which certain countries can do better than others, and to a
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certain extent, mobility (both overall and economic) depends on the degree of globalization. The
interaction effects indicate that in periods of intermediate or high levels of globalization, more
prominent countries experience higher overall and economic mobility than do less prominent
countries. In periods of less intense globalization, by contrast, it is the less prominent countries
that experience higher mobility. We must nuance these statements slightly with the finding that
the effect of globalization is most conductive to upward economic mobility for countries in the
sub-top of the spectrum, as indicated by the interaction term between globalization and the
quadratic effect of economic system prominence (model 6).
The world-system paradigm would expect that world-economic contraction would benefit
upward mobility for countries in the semiperiphery, or middle of the hierarchical spectrum. Our
results show that world economic growth does not have an independent meaningful effect on
overall world-system mobility, but has a quite strong effect on overall (or average) economic
system mobility (see models 1 & 4). In periods of high global economic growth, all countries tend
to experience higher upward economic system mobility than they do in periods of low global
economic growth. As was the case with globalization, world economic growth provides a context
in which certain countries can experience more overall and economic mobility than others. The
effect of system prominence on mobility only becomes negative in times of low global economic
growth.

Table 4: Random-Effects GLS Regression Results for Change in Global, Economic and
Political System Prominence, 1970-2005.
b

Global system mobility

Economic system mobility

Political system mobility

(s.e.)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

Constant

-0.0231

-0.0399

0.0130***

0.0372

0.0124

-0.0161*

-0.1104**

-0.1159***

-0.1338***

(0.0512)

(0.0485)

(0.0011)

(0.0534)

(0.0507)

(0.0067)

(0.0333)

(0.0330)

(0.0308)

-0.0005

-0.0008

0.0013

0.0008

0.0004*

-0.0019**

-0.0020***

-0.0021***

(0.0008)

(0.0008)

(0.0008)

(0.0008)

(0.0002)

(0.0005)

(0.0005)

(0.0005)

0.0000*

0.0000*

0.0001***

0.0001***

0.0001***

0.0001***

0.0000

0.0000

(0.0000)

(0.0000)

(0.0000)

(0.0000)

(0.0000)

(0.0000)

(0.0000)

(0.0000)

0.0118**

-0.1291***

-0.1149***

0.0201***

-0.2087***

-0.2087***

-0.0068***

-0.0213**

-0.0162***

(0.0041)

(0.0291)

(0.0004)

(0.0033)

(0.0427)

(0.0453)

(0.0016)

(0.0070)

(0.0029)

-0.0024

-0.0234

-0.0055

0.0076

-0.0124***

-0.0281**

-0.0127***

(0.0023)

(0.0173)

(0.0028)

(0.0246)

(0.0018)

(0.0096)

(0.0019)

Time
Linear

Quadratic

System prominence1
Linear

Quadratic
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Globalization

0.0008

0.0013

-0.0014

-0.0008

0.0034***

0.0035***

0.0038***

(0.0013)

(0.0013)

(0.0013)

(0.0013)

(0.0009)

(0.0009)

(0.0008)

World economic

0.0011

0.0014

0.0055**

0.0057***

0.0057***

-0.0015

-0.0013

growth

(0.0012)

(0.0010)

(0.0020)

(0.0014)

(0.0015)

(0.0008)

(0.0008)

System prominence2
Linear

Quadratic

0.0019***

0.0016***

0.0026***

0.0026***

0.0002

(0.0004)

(0.0004)

(0.0006)

(0.0007)

(0.0001)

0.0004

-0.0002

-0.0001*

0.0002

(0.0003)

(0.0003)

(0.0000)

(0.0002)

System prominence3
Linear

Quadratic

R2

0.015***

1 (t-1); 2Interaction

0.0135***

0.0137***

0.0321***

0.0320***

0.0027***

0.0025***

(0.0021)

(0.0022)

(0.0048)

(0.0048)

(0.0007)

(0.0007)

0.0003

-0.0002

0.0012

(0.0006)

(0.0026)

(0.0010)

0.046***

0.038***

0.030***

0.107***

0.107***

0.010***

0.013***

0.010***

(t -1)* globalization; 3Interaction (t -1)* world economic growth

Thus, in periods of low economic growth, less prominent countries experience less reduction in
their mobility than those more prominent do. However, as the interactions with the quadratic terms
were not significant in either (global/economic prominence) model, we cannot confirm the worldsystems hypothesis that the semiperiphery especially benefits from world economic contraction.
Finally, over all models, more prominent countries are much more sensitive to changes and
fluctuations in the international environment (due to globalization and world economic growth)
than less prominent countries.
The story regarding political system mobility is somewhat different. Where, on average, the
more prominent countries experienced the highest overall and economic mobility, it is the
countries in the middle of the spectrum that experience the highest political mobility (see model
7). On average, both the most and least prominent countries experience less political mobility than
do those in the middle of the spectrum. Globalization has a distinct effect on upward mobility in
the political system, though this was not the case for overall or economic mobility. On average,
increased overall globalization is enabling all countries to gain in political prominence. Tough
world economic growth did not have a significant main effect, more prominent countries tended
to experience a somewhat higher political system mobility in years with high global economic
growth than did less prominent countries. As discussed earlier, overall inequality is increasing on
this dimension, too, as certain countries get left behind in the political integration process.
However, this trend is much more modest than for the other dimensions. Overall, the trends
discussed here indicate that the political dimension is evolving towards a relatively more equal
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structure as the majority of non-core countries (especially from the semiperiphery) seem to be
catching up to the prominence levels of the core.
Conclusion and Discussion
The BRICS countries are the most notable of a number of rising powers that aim to play a more
influential role in international affairs. These countries advocate for a better integrated global
regime that grants developing nations greater and more equal political recognition and economic
opportunity. They have gained influence in regional and international organizations and, in some
cases, have been able to significantly restructure existing ones or even create new regional
institutions. The (alleged) rise of these countries on the global political, economic, and military
scene has strongly contributed to the perception that the world is swiftly becoming multipolar,
where almost equal amounts of power will have to be shared between the traditionally core
countries and the rising powers. Moreover, scholars argue that the force underlying this rise, and
thus, underlying change to the global structure of power relations, is globalization. This article
tested whether or not the global power system has become more equal over the past few decades,
and if this supposed change could be ascribed to the influence of globalization and the rise of a
number of middle powers including the BRICS countries.
The results presented here certainly do not support the contention that the global power
system has become more equal over time. On the contrary, the scores for global system prominence
have become more dispersed over the studied period, indicating that prominence inequalities in
the global system or its subsystems have increased rather than decreased. This view must be
nuanced, however, as the mean prominence score also increased over the studied period. This
indicates that on average countries gained in prominence, and thus, in power, within the global
system. That may be due to globalization, as increased integration of countries in the system
creates denser networks. Moreover, as non-core countries start forming more relationships with
other non-core nations, the core loses some of its broker or go-between function for non-core to
non-core relations, thus causing hierarchy in the FIS to become increasingly undermined. This
may point towards an evolution in which the structure of the global system is changing from a
system where dominance is based on countries’ strategic location in the network of flows amongst
countries to one where dominance relies more on the amount and strength of countries’ relations.
Although there is considerable mobility in the global system, the position of the dominant
countries does not seem to be immediately challenged. Countries that were prominent in 1965 are
still quite prominent in 2005. However, this did not stop some new countries from rising to
prominence. Of the BRICS, only China was able to gain prominence, while Russia had been a
major power for decades. The other three BRICS countries all remained or became intermediate
(or sub-top) powers. However, the attention paid to the BRICS may be excessive because China
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was certainly not the only country to display substantial prominence gains. The focus tends to be
on these countries because they are already regional powers and are often quite active on the
international political scene. Moreover, they have an advantage of scale which allows them to
sustain highly developed industries and regions. The real dynamic and upwardly-mobile countries
that are increasingly rising to prominence seem to be smaller countries.
Our results also confirm that the already prominent countries, i.e., those in the core, were the
most mobile over this period. Thus, these countries were able to capitalize on their existing
advantageous positions, further exacerbating overall inequality in the global system. Increased
globalization benefits the more prominent countries more than less prominent ones in terms of
upward mobility. This supports the world-system argument that globalization is not a
transformative force, but reproduces and intensifies existing inequalities and power differences.
Because of their location in the network of relations among countries, more prominent countries
are better positioned to exploit the opportunities awarded to them by the globalization process.
Though industrial production may be relocated to countries in the (semi-)periphery, the more
profitable activities remain in the core, and those in the core also remain at the center of the global
trade network despite increased trade among less prominent nations. The emergence of newly
prominent countries in the global system does not threaten the existing structure of the global
system therefore, as it may simply reflect a circulation of elites instead of actual structural change.
Interestingly, globalization had a direct and positive effect on political prominence. The
middle powers have benefitted from their increased integration in the global political system,
which endows them with a greater degree of agency than would be expected purely based on their
economic clout. These findings raise questions on the fungibility of power resources and thus, on
countries’ ability to convert their political presence into more general global might. In any case,
we must not overlook the fact that the perception that the world will be a different place in the
future has contributed in no small way to certain countries being treated like rising powers. As the
yearly BRICS summits and the establishment of the “New Development Bank” have made
especially clear, this has been real in its consequences.
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The analysis put forth here informs an otherwise confusing or confounding description of how
capitalist political-economic forces have changed the modern world, and how racial constructions
are misunderstood and misrepresented without a global context.
Supremacist ideologies central to the tripartite systems of racism in the twentieth century—
the Jim Crow South, the Nazis of Germany, and South African Apartheid—(Frederickson 2002)
were borne in the Spanish Catholic conquest of the Caribbean, the reconstructed motherland of
Hispaniola, and initial conquests of the western European war nations, within the genocide that
took place in Ayiti (Haiti), (Dupuy 2014). These ideologies were reproduced and adapted to
specific geo-political situations by every racist regime and produced the “civilized” superordinate
dominant population, and conversely the “savage” subordinated inferiorized population (Williams
2012).
Political regimes and empires adapted and employed outright forms of genocide to
construct three domination systems—conquest, colonialism, and capitalism. Genocide was a
central feature (Kuper 1985) in each of these systems that created the modern world system over
the same half-millennium of its development (Wallerstein 1999). Slave labor, race, genocide, and
systemic racism contribute toward European enrichment during non-tributary conquest phases,
followed by genocidal land-takings directly connected to developing colonialism, or Quijano’s
“coloniality.”
Genocide accompanied every phase of world capitalism, including twentieth century
forms that arose in Europe. Theory needs to account for the macro-construction of racism in the
longue durée that by colonizers and states as perpetrators of genocidal conquest (Fenelon 2016).
The political economy of the historic formation of racist systems is essential to understanding the
social construction of race in a “New World” colonized by Old European countries (Bonilla-Silva
2015:73-87) and spanning mercantile, industrial and neoliberal eras of capitalism. Williams (2012)
notes the “savage anxiety” of colonizing countries, in which conquering civilizations discounted
indigenous peoples as “tribes” and denied genocide through constructs that have inferiorized the
peoples conquered as needing the civilizing influence of Christians. These rationalizations were
extended toward African-descent people. The market slave systems of the transatlantic “exchange”
of labor and land profits that were established are the underpinnings of capitalism. Race and
genocide are therefore state formulaic, applied to Native Nations in wars of extermination, and
deployed in the destruction of Indian tribal sovereignty (Deloria and Wilkins 1999).
The best way to illustrate these large systems is to identify the genocide that took place
through their geo-spatial and temporal development—Spanish Catholic conquest in the Caribbean
for over a hundred years, English Protestant conquest in the Americas for one hundred and fifty
years, United States capitalist expansion over North America for a hundred and fifty years, and
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western powers’ economic penetration of global markets for another hundred years (Robinson
2005).
Examples of Genocide and Racism over 500 Years of the Modern World-System
Race-based slavery and genocide extant across the Americas for a half millennia of colonial
capitalist development involved four major phases; conquest, colonization, capitalism, and
hegemonic global capitalism.
Conquest Phase Genocides in the Caribbean: Holocaust, Early Non-Formulaic Racist
Systems, Wealth Extraction
Columbus’s 1493 second voyage to Hayiti launched a Holocaust of Hispaniola—enslavement and
massive killings of Native peoples morphing into flat-out genocide with the death of 3 to 5 million
people (depopulation rates from 94% to 99%). Columbus introduced Spanish-Catholic
supremacist ideologies through invading armies of settlers and soldiers that fueled five hundred
years of racist expansion and domination. The 1493 Papal Bulls designated indigenous peoples as
uncivilized “pagans” and “savages” (Newcomb 2008), while the Doctrine of Discovery
underwritten by Prince’s Rights to Conquest established a racial identification of Native peoples
as Indios (Indians) regardless of the size or complexity of their societies. These supremacist
ideologies became the basis of grouping peoples racially as outside “civilization” and “savages”
in a “New World.”
Tenochtitlan was the capital of the Aztec empire, situated in the central valley of Mexico,
with trade routes throughout the Americas, and complexity equal to the world’s most advanced
urban areas. Cortez landed on the Yucatan, advanced inland, made alliances and sowed fear,
slaughtering thousands of Native peoples pre-emptive to entering the Aztec capital and forcing
Mochtezuma to submit. Cortez executed the emperor and looted the treasury while his troops raped
Native women. The devastation unleashed by a smallpox plague that spread throughout the capital
allowed Cortez to reconstruct an alliance with enemy states of the Aztecs and then to re-invade the
city in a long, bloody siege. The Spanish achieved control of the capital. They razed Aztecan
buildings to the ground and built Mexico City over the ruins. New Spain conquered surrounding
territories, searching out gold and silver mines. The conquerors put down resistance, including two
hundred years of suppressing Mayans and Puebloan peoples.
The encomienda system over land and labor forced Catholics to struggle with
rationalization. The mission system spread Christian ideologies, such as those espoused in the
famous debates at Valladolid, in Spain, that claimed Indians only acquired souls and human rights
if they were converted. The mission system thus created the Mission California Indians that were
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wiped of their national origins, native language, socio-economic systems and religious
understandings. Analysts see the virtual erasure of the California indigenous groups as a prime
example of genocidal (Costo and Costo 1987) and racial culturicide (Fenelon and Trafzer 2014)
through a form of settler colonialism (Veracini 2010) based on non-state trade and corporate
structures for dominance. When armed colonial conquerers penetrated the Americas they all
engaged in genocidal warfare. The English established beachheads at Jamestown and Plymouth
and from there launched wars of genocide.

Colonization-Phase Genocides in Anglo-America:
Racist Trading Houses, Recreating Colonial England
We need to identify the different types of settler colonialism, noting English versus Spanish or
French modes, each involving the imposition of state religions. The Spanish Catholic system led
to missions. The English Protestant led to the genocidal elimination of Native Nations. Catholic
systems thus appeared to be more fluid while Protestant systems involved doctrines of Christian
pre-destination that hardened into more essentialist racist constructions in the rationalization of
genocide through profiteering from the slave trade, the plantation systems, and the destruction of
indigenous sovereignty. The Protestant Reformation revered profiteering and separated financing
for trading companies from the state. The conquering states established legal formulas for
corporations to freely conduct slave-trading and set up plantation systems that resulted in genocide.
When California became a state, the government launched “extermination” campaigns that
legalized the seizure of land and the whole scale murder of Indians by settler-militias (Fenelon and
Trafzer 2014). Protestant rationales of God-given Manifest Destiny (combining Catholic
Discovery, Protestant pre-destination and state supported militias) pushed the Mission system to
genocide, eliminating California Indians at greater than 95% depopulation. The English
established trading companies in North America and conducted wars to maximize profits,
including the enslavement of Africans as a corporate rather than a state activity. The rise of
European capitalism was predicated on vast wealth transfers that supported large banking systems
of finance and insurance for shipping and industrial goods trade in an Atlantic triangular trade
system that relied on slave labor systems in the Americas.

Capitalism Phase Genocides in the United States: Racist Citizenship Systems,
Extinguishing Land Claim
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The United States laid the groundwork for the legal destruction of Indians by excluding them from
citizenship. Examples of genocide include Washington’s destruction of central Onondaga (peace)
fire-keepers of the Haudenosaunee confederacy (five nations) and the forced removal of the
Cherokee nation and the “five civilized tribes” in the southeastern United States The
Haudenosaunee confederacy (Iroquois) managed to stay intact after the “French and Indian War.”
During the U. S. Revolutionary War the Mohawk were pulled into the English orbit, with the
Onondaga maintaining neutrality. But General-President Washington viewed the Indian
confederacy as a threat, sending an army under General Sullivan to destroy it.
Less than twenty five years later, former general, U.S. President Andrew Jackson used
similar tactics against the Creek, Choctaw and Cherokee to produce land wealth for his allies in
the government and a common enemy on which to focus the nation’s hatred. Jackson engineered
Indian Removal legislation through Congress to forcefully “remove” the Cherokee and other
Indian nations to a newly created Indian Country west of the Mississippi. Analysts view the
resulting death rates of 30 to nearly 50 percent as genocide. Thus, citizenship or its denial, race or
its social construction, and the state or its social institutions have been instrumental in creating
subordinated peoples, identified through racial categories, coercively grouped, and often destroyed
on a genocidal scale.
Related 19th century examples include the Louisiana Purchase, blatant genocide already
mentioned in California, multiple genocidal events against various Indian nations, such as the
Mankato hangings in 1862, the militia massacre at Sand Creek in 1864, and the perfect coda of
Wounded Knee in 1890. These represented “freedom” for pioneers of settler-colonialists, death
and destruction for Indian nations and peoples excluded from citizenship, and a new state built on
genocide, none more potent than California, (Fenelon and Trafzer 2014).

Global Capitalism Phase Genocides: “Neo-Liberal” Empires, Othering, Extinguishing
Indigeneity
Independence movements in the colonies, to which growing corporate global capital now subject
the previous colonial conditions of economic dependence and market controls, accompanied the
decline and fall from hegemonic status by a vast colonial empire of the English. The same
hegemonic forces that grew out of European expansion and genocide throughout the Americas and
the world now turned to political-economic systems of control over the once subordinated
colonies. This involved creating small elites in urban centers inevitably linked to global markets
through trading and market systems centered in the previously hegemonic Euro-American
systems.
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Smaller systems copied these relations from the West. Military-industrial development and
expanding capitalism followed the Meiji “restoration” in Japan, which employed genocidal tactics
similar to those of the West in the destruction of Nanjing and labor exploitation of conquered
populations in the so-called East Asian Co-Prosperity Sphere. The Holocaust in northern Europe,
perpetrated by the German Nazi regime against Jewish people as a “race”—the most intensive and
planned genocide the world has ever seen—epitomizes how high civilization and advanced
industrial capitalism undertakes genocide (Fein 1979). After World War II the West reconstituted
itself as champion of citizenship and freedom. It denied the many genocidal episodes against
Native peoples and indigenous nations and institutionalized new forms of racist enslavement
(Kuper 1985).
Wars are violent outgrowths of a forever expanding system of capitalism. It is in these
wars that we see that where “neoliberalism” claims to work for democratic and free market systems
as a cover for the consolidation of transnational corporate capitalist relations through international
structures imposed by the International Monetary Fund or the World Bank. The wars in Rwanda
and Bosnia-Herzogavinia, for instance, proceeded through “ethnic cleansing.” More recent
genocides, such as the attempt to extinguish indigeneity in Guatemala through the pretext of
“development” supported by transnational banks and corporate mining-agricultural interests, and
Israel occupation against Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza remind us of the earlier “settler
civilization versus violent Others” constructs that shaped the capitalist world-system.
Concluding Observations on Genocide and Racism over
500 Years of Developing Capitalism
Genocide and ideological racist constructions were central features in a 500-year development of
capitalism through its varied phases. The history of systemic racism and legal genocide through
which the western system was built call into question the entire ideological structure of
contemporary neoliberalism. What we know with certainty is the two largest systems of
ideologically and demographically destructive societies known to mankind – Nazi Germany as the
most intensive in the Holocaust, western colonialism as the most extensive in the genocides of
America Indians – have developed and maintained race, racism and genocide as state policy in the
service of building world empire and global domination. The creation of race and establishment
of varied patterns of racism were global and genocidal from the onset. We need to expand analyses
so as to account for the macro-construction of race and systemic racism, often genocidal, within
the longue durée of the modern world-system.
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In general, there are three modes of making an argument in the arenas of formal knowledge.
Arguably the oldest is an erudite manipulation of texts. Right away we could claim on our side
the angriest of classics: People make their own lives, but not necessarily under circumstances of
their choosing. These famous (and differently translated) words from Karl Marx’s Eighteenth
Brumaire might serve as an epigraph to all world-systems biographies.
Another way of proving an argument is abstract modeling. Along with advances in
observational technologies this is what generates the hefty prestige of natural disciplines and
their self-confident professional ideology of high-consensus, rapid-discovery modern science
(Collins 1994). Perhaps the humanities and social sciences as a whole might never acquire the
same rapid-discovery dynamics because of major obstacles presented by their professional and,
even more so, political ideologies that cause seemingly endless rounds of re-interpretations.
Nevertheless it seems reasonably predictable that in coming generations, world-systems analysis
could move closer to rapid-discovery science, at least in its more technical aspects related to
archeology and the comparative study of world-systems, the econometrics of commodity chains,
or the mapping of world creativity networks and processes as pioneered by Franco Moretti
(1996) and Pascal Casanova (2007).
Textual erudition and abstract modeling, virtually an antinomy in the light of professional
ideologies espoused by the humanities and natural sciences, are both quintessentially elitist
demonstrations of intellectual prowess. Therefore both should be pursued by world-systems
analysts in their battles to institutionalize their perspective within academia. We can do abstract
modeling usefully and more realistically; and we can legitimately boast the intellectual lineage
that includes Adam Smith, Karl Marx, Max Weber, Joseph Schumpeter, Nikolai Kondratieff, and
Fernand Braudel. Yet a truly formidable intellectual strategy would not only combine scholarly
classicism with avantgardism; it should also provide for broadly accessible popularizations. This
is what Arthur Stinchcombe (1999) called the “populist” side of social science that helps earn
our living in universities by recruiting undergraduate students and appealing to large audiences.
Which brings us to a third mode of making compelling arguments. It is through the tracing
of trajectories. In world-systems analysis we are mostly dealing with trajectories, although not of
any kind. After all, much of experimental laboratory design aims at altering the trajectories of
studied objects in a controlled and repeated manner. This is arguably not what we can do. Our
kinds of trajectories are shaped too “naturally” by the many-sided complex interactions among
various people and their environments. Terence Hopkins used to deliver this point in his
seminars at Binghamton by half-jokingly insisting that world-systems analysis is an
environmental science, and therefore our closest kindred spirit must be epidemiology because it
traces mutating microbes back to their origins across biological macro-environments. Immanuel
Wallerstein, as we know, draws his metaphors of systemic transitions from the “chaos theories”
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of Ilya Prigogine (Williams 2013). The biochemical insights about the origins of life also deeply
inform the work of John Padgett (Padgett and Powell 2012). For many reasons including its
pedagogical value, my own preference might be the magnificent essays of Stephen Jay Gould
(1996) tracing the contingently emerging “punctuated equilibria” across developments in the
“copious bush of life” as well as in human ideas about natural history.
The analogies between world-systems analysis and environmental sciences point to their
shared origin in the theoretical breakthroughs of the late 1960s and the 1970s, or what
Wallerstein likes to label with the symbolic date of 1968. This matters not merely in the
legitimation of intellectual shifts introduced by a world-systems perspective. It also helps us to
grasp better what were those shifts away from a nineteenth-century paradigm of evolving stages
and why fundamental perspectives were questioned simultaneously across different areas of
knowledge (Lee 2012). All this would become very necessary, as I am going to argue a bit later,
if one is to write, for instance, a world-systems biography of Immanuel Wallerstein himself.
What genre could be more effective in scholarly popularization than biography? Visit any
(still surviving) bookstore to marvel at how fat and numerous are the biographical volumes
among the non-fiction bestsellers. Yet these might be not the examples for us to follow because
conventional biographies dwell on precisely what world-systems analysis is against: attributing
all explanations to the shallow level of events and personal wills. Fernand Braudel’s
Mediterranean is our original world-systems biography. Look closely at its cover and we notice
Giorgio Vasari’s epic and rather horrifying fresco depicting the Battle of Lepanto. Who are those
Ottoman and Spanish fighters shooting and falling into perilous waters, desperately unable to
shed their armors? We might know only a few names (of course, Miguel Cervantes among
them). Braudel’s masterpiece, however, meticulously reconstructs their collective origins and
trajectories bringing them—ever very slowly, across the large semi-inhabited expanses of the
Mediterranean, as Braudel highlights at the length of his pages—into the final violent act at
Lepanto.
Here we encounter our warning number one: World-systems biographies are likely to
become book length. Take encouragement in the words of the pioneering world historian
William McNeill: We are people of books, not articles. And also heed McNeill’s grumpy advice:
Do not neglect to remove scaffolding and reveal the façade once your building is built. Our
theoretical debates, specific empirical findings, and technical matters pertaining to methodology
should stay relegated to the internal journals and conferences of our sections within professional
associations such as PEWS. We should obtain reach and range by writing books for larger
external audiences where we cannot be too technical and at the same time we must not hide our
key assumptions. In the practice of writing, however, this is never going to be easy. Unlike the
authors of conventional biographies who become casually elliptical when referring to historical
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“background,” we have too many things to lay out because background is in fact the stage and
structural processes that set up the action and actors.
A big example of both possibilities and pitfalls of world-systems biography is Stephen
Kotkin’s Stalin (2014). So far only the first volume of the planned three has come out—and it
already stands at nearly 950 pages including two hundred pages of endnotes. Stephen Kotkin
boldly invades a very busy terrain. A couple dozen popular biographies of the Soviet
revolutionary emperor have appeared in recent years, while more specialist works based on
newly available archives count in the hundreds. Kotkin, however, announces a defiantly different
approach. Rather than conventionally looking for clues to Stalin’s future personality in his
childhood and youth (which Kotkin finds fairly unexceptional) or exploring the darker sides of
the Russian revolutionary underground and its ideologies that presumably led to later atrocities,
Kotkin consciously ignores his main protagonist in the first chapters. Like so many of his
contemporaries, the young, poor, and mostly self-educated ethnic Georgian from the periphery of
the Russian empire was swept up by the excitement of the 1905 revolution. In 1909, after the
tumult and demoralizing revolutionary defeat, Russian secret police finally caught the Georgian
activist and exiled him in a remote Siberian village. Hardly anything of note would happen at
this nadir in Stalin’s life until 1917, except that he did not die young from disease and despair
like so many exiled revolutionaries. Nothing at the time predicted that in just a few years Stalin
would be suddenly re-energized by another revolution and transformed along with the
explosively and at first quite chaotically growing Bolshevik regime into its workaholic supreme
political operator.
Conventional biographies would skip over Stalin’s uneventful years; but surely the years
1909–16 were uneventful only at his individual level. Stephen Kotkin convincingly exposes the
grave dilemmas of Russian empire which takes him some length. He sees the key problems not
in the polyglot and exploitative character of empire—which contemporary imperial rivals were
not? The main problem facing Russia was “modernization” which Kotkin trenchantly defines as
military-industrial geopolitics. Either one gets the engineers and steel mills that produce modern
weapons, or those who have them will come uninvited. Korea and Japan might have looked
similar at around 1800; but in the 1900s one of them becomes an imperial metropole and the
other its colony. The differential is mainly in the class politics that either generate an effective
developmentalist regime or, as in the Russian empire of the irresolute retrograde Nicholas II,
become obstacles to developmentalist mobilization. This is what Giovanni Arrighi (1990) called
semiperipheral dilemmas. Stephen Kotkin, however, makes two mistakes. He does not proclaim
clearly enough that his is not a conventional biography of Stalin. (The original manuscript had a
less bland title, Stalin’s World.) The reviewers tended to dismiss as tedious and tangential what
would seem to us the most important chapters in Kotkin’s book. In the later chapters, Kotkin
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assumes the persona of diligent historian and vastly overburdens the text with empirical minutae,
extensive quotations, and references. This is when it probably becomes tedious and tangential.
Then let us not pretend to wear the halo of humility or the cloaks of a boring savant. Indeed,
world-systems research tends towards epic proportions. Yet an epic can come as Iliad, a rather
static collective conflict arguably rooted in the prestigious political economy of archaic
chiefdoms, or as Odyssey where the lone protagonist is taken across his world(s). The latter
would be like the research strategy of “marked particles” whose trajectories through the system
help to map complex structural landscapes. A world-systems biography of Ibn Battuta, anyone?
But our protagonists need not be global hitchhikers or visionaries. Admittedly, my own
source of revelations—Musa/Yuri Shanibov, aka “Bourdieu’s secret admirer”—hardly ever
moved from his native North Caucasus. Nevertheless Shanibov first struck me as a highly
evocative personage, not in small measure precisely because he always stayed so provincial—
forcing us to consider provincialism as analytical problem and potentially a factor in political
miscalculations. Moreover Shanibov spent his life in largely the same neighborhood where
Mikhail Gorbachev had also spent his formative years. It is the action of people like Shanibov
and Gorbachev, two earnest Soviet believers from the same place and generation, which ended
up imploding the Soviet Union.
The collapse of the USSR is quite a dramatic puzzle to explain. Within social structures
erected through time and space, Shanibov and Gorbachev came to be positioned so their actions
could affect in surprisingly major ways the final trajectory of the already teetering Soviet Union.
At a macrohistorical level we are best served by the theoretical tools of world-systems analysis.
They help us to understand the geopolitical and socio-economic consequences of the Bolsheviks,
an antisystemic movement capturing a large multi-ethnic state in the semiperiphery of the
capitalist world-economy. At the time, the world-economy was undergoing its own hegemonic
transition through a series of world wars. The Bolsheviks, or rather their Stalinist inheritors,
emerged from the murderous purges of the 1930s and then marched the peoples of the Soviet
Union to a tremendous victory in military-industrial confrontation with Nazi Germany, the
revanchist failing hegemon (Tooze 2007). The outcome positioned the USSR as a superpower
after 1945 (Zubok 2007).
But where could a communist superpower go next, given that it had triumphed in a still
capitalist world-economy, consolidated and mightily boosted after 1945 by American
hegemony? It was a long-standing analytical prediction of Immanuel Wallerstein (1974), himself
following in the footsteps of Isaac Deutscher (1953), that the later generation of Soviet leaders
would try to move their state closer to a capitalist core, converting in the process their
geopolitical weight and ideological threat into honorable admission to the capitalist club. Alas,
this logical and heterodox prediction (which surely earned Wallerstein a ban from Soviet
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censors) did not come to pass. The fragments of the former Soviet bloc did in fact move closer to
America—but to the harsher realities of South America (Arrighi, Hopkins, and Wallerstein
1992). Explaining this bitter paradox took me into the institutional complexities of the Soviet
state and its elites, including the national republics and giant industrial ministries. Here one had
to use, albeit selectively, the insights of western Sovietology. The more useful approach,
however, turned out to be the institutional and class analysis of developmental states which its
main author Peter Evans (1995) created without any regard to Soviet bloc countries. The USSR
showed many signs of Evans’ triple pressures for the self-dismantling of developmentalist
regimes: the tendency of industrial bosses to privatize their domains into oligarchic
conglomerates; the growing assertiveness of workers once their ranks could no longer be diluted
with new rural entrants; and the democratizing urges of middle-class specialists whose
importance and numbers had multiplied in the course of accelerated industrialization. Still, this
was not enough to explain the over-enthusiastic and ultimately misguided worldviews and
politics of people like Musa Shanibov and Mikhail Gorbachev. Why could they not follow the
pragmatically pro-capitalist path long charted for them by Isaac Deutcher and Immanuel
Wallerstein? Here I was helped by the concepts of Pierre Bourdieu, who had excelled in
penetrating beyond ideological misrepresentations and misrecognitions in his own France, not in
the exotic (to him, not me) Eastern Europe. As you can see, constructing world-systems
biographies forces one to become a theoretical polymath. Such world-systems research might not
stay confined to its own conceptual apparatus. Admittedly this also causes a great many selfdoubts in the process of writing. But it is doable and worthwhile.
In order to add useful and perhaps inspirational substance I would now like to outline where
we stand in the further development of world-systems analysis. For this purpose let us sketch
what might need to go into constructing a world-systems biography of Immanuel Wallerstein, the
far-ranging and prolific pioneer of our enterprise. He wrote and spoke in interviews a lot about
the origins of his views and the battlefronts opened by world-systems analysis. These are
important documents but they are also unavoidably political statements that must be interpreted
in their historical context. Put differently, we have to add world-systemic dimensions to the
words and actions of Immanuel Wallerstein.
It is not a frivolous coincidence that the founders of world-systems analysis originated in
the upper classes of capitalism, like Terence Hopkins, Giovanni Arrighi, and, in part, Wallerstein
himself; or, like Andre Gunder Frank and Samir Amin, in a very cosmopolitan and Bohemian
professional milieu. Those familiar with Pierre Bourdieu’s analysis of intellectuals (inordinately
hostile as Bourdieu defensively bragged of his peasant village roots) might suggest that personal
origins in the declining fractions of the bourgeoisie are particularly conducive to the conversion
of accumulated family capital into prestigious occupations (Bourdieu 2008). Incidentally, the
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best concise definition of forms of capital was given by Wallerstein—as the ways of storing
success in social connections, insider knowledge, prestige, or, for that matter, in money as
investment capital—but since this was said to me in 1994 in a casual conversation that Immanuel
Wallerstein had since forgotten, I must refer to myself as the source. But here the explanation in
terms of capital conversions seems to me at best very insufficient. What matters more is that all
our pioneering figures are either Americans or they had studied or worked in American academia
after 1945—otherwise, I suspect, they could have become philosophers like Michel Foucault. I
am going to use two quotations—both half-jokes—from personal conversations to indicate how
family backgrounds might really matter. Giovanni Arrighi once quipped that for him capitalism
had never been a theoretical abstraction but rather the topic of dinner conversations at the family
table. The founders of world-systems analysis could thus see the whole from above—and they
could discern it with rare clarity. To continue from my conversation with Wallerstein which he
forgot, to my surprise that social capital could be defined so easily, Immanuel smiled in his
moustache: In Paris they speak in discourses; here in New York we do business!
Al Bergesen (2000) got it right by focusing our attention on the high hegemonic platform
where Wallerstein and Hopkins first elaborated their ideas: America at its peak in 1945–1968.
After the depredations and catastrophes prior to 1945, the world was moving in some very
optimistic directions—and, it seemed, it could move even better and faster with the help of
advanced knowledge and political will. This was a truly hegemonic moment in modern history
which Hopkins and Wallerstein had experienced at its most central point. They were in the ultracosmopolitan New York and, on top of that, at the intellectual commanding heights of Columbia
University’s global liberalism during the time when the Ivy League seemed stuck in aristocratic
decline and the radical reputation of Berkeley had not yet risen.
Immediately our world-systemic landscape must be extended from the heights of
hegemonic America to the energies and political projects emerging across the Third World
(Prashad 2007; Westad 2005). The young Arrighi, Hopkins, and Wallerstein all went to Africa
amidst pre-independence ferment. This is where they experienced their early conversions. In the
proud admission of Terence Hopkins, “Dependency theory came from Latin America; worldsystems analysis had its origins in Africa.” Seconded by Giovanni Arrighi: “In Africa it was
easier to overcome many illusions; from there we could see the centers of the world better.”
When Wallerstein acknowledges Frantz Fanon as a life-transforming influence, we must take
this seriously.
Before 1968, Wallerstein was on an ascendant trajectory and likely moving into the
forefront of American intellectual politics at the time when modernization was its hegemonic
project (Gilman 2004). I suggest that we draw on the sociology of the networks of intellectual
creativity and change, a lifelong research project of Randall Collins (1998). Wallerstein and his
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friends, on the one side, were shaped by their extensive contacts among Third World radical
intellectuals. But on the other side, Wallerstein and Hopkins were students and junior colleagues
of Karl Polanyi, C. Wright Mills, Margaret Mead, Daniel Bell, and Seymour Martin Lipset.
During their formative years at Columbia, Wallerstein and Hopkins were also peers, rivals, and
opponents of figures like Zbigniew Brzezinski, Samuel Huntington, and Henry Kissinger (Suri
2007). Inside these networks (yes, world-systems biography can use interviews) one hears the
suggestion that if Wallerstein was going to become US Secretary of State, he should have made
only slightly different choices at Columbia before 1968.
So far, the trajectory of Immanuel Wallerstein might look impressive, yet it remains fairly
unexceptional and easy to explain. The young Columbia professor was on his way to becoming a
leading light in liberal New York circles or a high-brow contributor to radical venues such as
Partisan Review or New Left Review. Instead, in 1974 he released the first volume of The
Modern World-System (2011a), a large work, with even more volumes promised, which had
originally been intended as a short essay. The circumstances of its writing might conform to the
classical dictum of the Chinese court historiographer Sima Qian that the greatest works are
produced by authors forced into exile. But the conflict and resulting charge of “emotional
energy” (to use a more contemporary term) driving Wallerstein out of Columbia would hardly
explain what makes Volume One such a revolutionary breakthrough in social science. We are
facing a great difficulty here.
Randall Collins (1985), once again, offers a helpful theoretical clarification. In the
immediate post-1945 period, the accumulation of professional historical knowledge over
virtually every part of the world created conditions for grand summaries. (For a second, consider
what Max Weber in his time, let alone Karl Marx, could read about China or Africa?) The
potential was first successfully realized by William McNeill and Fernand Braudel, which is what
made them “mega-historians.” Processes of knowledge accumulation were gaining speed
because the expansion of universities offered many more new research positions. Importantly,
new research centers were appearing across the Third World where social science was also
acquiring the vector of critical radicalism. From here, it might not be too difficult to explain the
rapid discrediting of modernization theory. What could be more difficult is to explain why and
how patterns of intellectual contention simultaneously emerged in unrelated disciplines such as
“chaos theory” and evolutionary biology, as recent studies show these debates followed
analogous logics (Sterelny 2007; York and Clark 2011).
The greatest difficulty awaits us in explaining the world revolution of 1968. Many
commentators, especially in retrospect, did not find it a revolution at all. Charles Tilly omits any
discussion of 1968 in his detailed analytical catalogue of revolutions (1992), for evidently
revolutionaries who did not patrol the streets for more than a couple of months were not his kind
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of revolutionaries. Immanuel Wallerstein insists that, to the contrary, 1968 marked the second
most important revolution in the modern world-system after 1848. Both revolutionary waves,
though political failures in their immediate results, shattered the previously reigning worldsystemic geoculture and opened the way to the institutionalization of new anti-systemic
movements. In the recently published Volume Four of The Modern World-System (2011b),
Wallerstein provides a detailed and enlightening analysis of nineteenth-century political
struggles and geocultural transformations. He shows how modern liberal states in the core of the
world-system resulted from long-running efforts to contain and institutionalize the internal social
contradictions of contemporary capitalism. In Wallerstein’s exposition, then, 1848 indeed
acquires hugely transformative and far-reaching effects. But what could be the causes and effects
of 1968, the world event that turned Immanuel Wallerstein into an ideological rebel in both
political and intellectual arenas, who then translated his protest into world-systems analysis?
Here I limit myself to just two observations, although big ones. The revolutions of 1848 and
1968 are related to world-systemic hegemonic cycles. The common romantic assumption about
revolutions is that they open new eras. In fact, they might be better viewed as aftershocks
arriving after hegemonic waves of re-ordering the world-system have already crested. The late
18th century American and French revolutions could be viewed as the radical aftershocks of the
Dutch hegemonic cycle, which had introduced the 17th century trends of rationally designing and
building new capitalist institutions of absolutist states, commerce, armies, ideology, and science.
The British hegemonic cycle internalized the production costs of capitalism through the
industrial revolution (Arrighi 2010). Within a few decades, these British achievements caused
the rise not just of industrial class conflict but also nationalism, increasingly the defensivedevelopmentalist reaction of the semiperiphery to the rise of British industrial imperialism.
American hegemony then internalized the transaction costs of capitalist business and its social
consequences, at least in core countries, which resulted in the enormous growth of corporate and
governmental bureaucracies. The world revolution of 1968, in both the West and in communist
Eastern Europe, thus seemed more a Weberian revolution than a Marxian one. It was about
rolling back the formalisms imposed by bureaucratization and asserting the rights of status
groups: not only various minorities but perhaps, in the main, the status group suddenly known as
youth. 1968 never acquired a positive institutionalization because the organizational forms
corresponding to its aspirations could not be found within the range of possibilities in the present
world-system. By default, a negative de-institutionalization came to pass in the decades since
1968: the collapse of Old Left institutions and the flight of capital out of national jurisdictions
and into the abode of globalization (Wallerstein, Collins, Mann, Calhoun, and Derluguian 2013).
In this macrohistorical context we can better appreciate the scale of Wallerstein’s
intellectual achievement and envision what might yet come from it. World-systems analysis
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emerged from a moment of tremendously optimistic transformation when American hegemony
had already crested. Departing from the tumultuous intellectual achievements and debates of the
sixties, Wallerstein performed a Copernican move. As Wallerstein himself has always insisted,
world-system analysis is not theory. It is a change in perspective about the evolution of the
modern world. What previously appeared as lags in time, between advanced and backward social
formations, could instead be seen as differentiated positions in space, between core and
periphery.
Pause with me to think about what we have inherited and what remains to be done. In his
time, Copernicus did not accomplish much beyond changing the perspective, which famously
eliminated the place for “epicycles” and other devices obscuring the real panorama of the Solar
system. It took Johannes Kepler, Tycho Brahe, and several generations of astronomers armed
with Galileo’s telescopes to accumulate and order a mass of new data. It then took Isaac Newton
to explain mathematically the formal regularities of celestial motion. And it took scores of
teachers and popularizers to turn all this into common knowledge for the new epoch.
Immanuel Wallerstein is a very astute theorist and prolific writer. He created a generous
legacy for us to work with, to expand, and to critically revaluate. Still, there is much more to be
done theoretically and empirically regarding the distant past, the present, and especially the
moving frontier of our near future. We are now an intellectual movement with fairly strong
institutions and recently gaining more young adherents. This is because world-systems analysis
is interesting, intellectually refreshing, and stunningly realistic. It is primarily about mapping
historical spaces and trajectories. This can and should be done in a combination of different
scales, from big and structural to the individual. After all, no global trend can have reality unless
observed in local interactions. Likewise, local situations, in all their contingent variety, must add
up to something much bigger. We can and should be technical in gathering new data and
ruthlessly elitist in academic debates. At the same time, we cannot escape popularization, and
here world-systems biography could become a useful versatile form. What we cannot afford to
be is boring.
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World-systems theory
World-systems theory (also known
as world-systems analysis or the
world-systems perspective)[1] is a
multidisciplinary approach to world
history and social change which
emphasizes the world-system (and
not nation states) as the primary (but
not exclusive) unit of social
analysis.[1] "World-system" refers to
the inter-regional and transnational
division of labor, which divides the
world into core countries, semiA world map of countries by their supposed trading status in 2000, using
periphery countries,
and
the
the world system differentiation into core countries (blue), semi-periphery
[2]
countries (purple) and periphery countries (red). Based on the list in
periphery
countries.
Core
Dunn, Kawana, Brewer.
countries focus on higher skill,
capital-intensive production, and the
rest of the world focuses on lowskill, labor-intensive production and extraction of raw materials.[3] This constantly reinforces the dominance of
the core countries.[3] Nonetheless, the system has dynamic characteristics, in part as a result of revolutions in
transport technology, and individual states can gain or lose their core (semi-periphery, periphery) status over
time.[3] This structure is unified by the division of labour. It is a world-economy rooted in a capitalist
economy.[4] For a time, certain countries become the world hegemon; during the last few centuries, as the
world-system has extended geographically and intensified economically, this status has passed from the
Netherlands, to the United Kingdom and (most recently) to the United States.[3]
World-systems theory has been examined by many political theorists and sociologists to explain the reasons for
the rise and fall of states, income inequality, social unrest, and imperialism.
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Background
Immanuel Wallerstein has developed the best-known version of world-systems analysis, beginning in the
1970s.[5][6] Wallerstein traces the rise of the capitalist world-economy from the "long" 16th century (c. 1450–
1640). The rise of capitalism, in his view, was an accidental outcome of the protracted crisis of feudalism (c.
1290–1450).[7] Europe (the West) used its advantages and gained control over most of the world economy and
presided over the development and spread of industrialization and capitalist economy, indirectly resulting in
unequal development.[2][3][6]
Though other commentators refer to Wallerstein's project as world-systems "theory", he consistently rejects
that term.[8] For Wallerstein, world-systems analysis is a mode of analysis that aims to transcend the structures
of knowledge inherited from the 19th century, especially the definition of capitalism, the divisions within the
social sciences, and those between the social sciences and history.[9] For Wallerstein, then, world-systems
analysis is a "knowledge movement"[10] that seeks to discern the "totality of what has been paraded under the
labels of the... human sciences and indeed well beyond".[11] "We must invent a new language," Wallerstein
insists, to transcend the illusions of the "three supposedly distinctive arenas" of society, economy and
politics.[12] The trinitarian structure of knowledge is grounded in another, even grander, modernist architecture,
the distinction of biophysical worlds (including those within bodies) from social ones: "One question,
therefore, is whether we will be able to justify something called social science in the twenty-first century as a
separate sphere of knowledge."[13][14] Many other scholars have contributed significant work in this
"knowledge movement".[2]

Origins
Influences
World-systems theory traces emerged in the 1970s.[1] Its roots can be found in sociology, but it has developed
into a highly interdisciplinary field.[2] World-systems theory was aiming to replace modernization theory,
which Wallerstein criticised for three reasons:[2]
1. its focus on the nation state as the only unit of analysis
2. its assumption that there is only a single path of evolutionary development for all countries
3. its disregard of transnational structures that constrain local and national development.

There are three major predecessors of world-systems theory: the Annales school, the Marxist tradition, and the
dependence theory.[2][15] The Annales School tradition (represented most notably by Fernand Braudel)
influenced Wallerstein to focusing on long-term processes and geo-ecological regions as unit of analysis.
Marxism added a stress on social conflict, a focus on the capital accumulation process and competitive class
struggles, a focus on a relevant totality, the transitory nature of social forms and a dialectical sense of motion
through conflict and contradiction.
World-systems theory was also significantly influenced by dependency theory, a neo-Marxist explanation of
development processes.
Other influences on the world-systems theory come from scholars such as Karl Polanyi, Nikolai
Kondratiev[16] and Joseph Schumpeter (particularly their research on business cycles and the concepts of three
basic modes of economic organization: reciprocal, redistributive, and market modes, which Wallerstein
reframed into a discussion of mini systems, world empires, and world economies).
Wallerstein sees the development of the capitalist world economy as detrimental to a large proportion of the
world's population.[17] Wallerstein views the period since the 1970s as an "age of transition" that will give
way to a future world system (or world systems) whose configuration cannot be determined in advance.[18]
World-systems thinkers include Oliver Cox, Samir Amin, Giovanni Arrighi, Andre Gunder Frank, and
Immanuel Wallerstein, with major contributions by Christopher Chase-Dunn, Beverly Silver, Volker
Bornschier, Janet Abu Lughod, Thomas D. Hall, Kunibert Raffer, Theotonio dos Santos, Dale Tomich, Jason
W. Moore (https://jasonwmoore.com/) and others.[2] In sociology, a primary alternative perspective is World
Polity Theory, as formulated by John W. Meyer.

The Dependency Theory
World-systems analysis builds upon but also differs fundamentally from dependency theory. While accepting
world inequality, the world market and imperialism as fundamental features of historical capitalism, Wallerstein
broke with orthodox dependency theory's central proposition. For Wallerstein, core countries do not exploit
poor countries for two basic reasons.
Firstly, core capitalists exploit workers in all zones of the capitalist world economy (not just the periphery) and
therefore, the crucial redistribution between core and periphery is surplus value, not "wealth" or "resources"
abstractly conceived. Secondly, core states do not exploit poor states, as dependency theory proposes, because
capitalism is organised around an inter-regional and transnational division of labor rather than an international
division of labour.
During the Industrial Revolution, for example, English capitalists exploited slaves (unfree workers) in the
cotton zones of the American South, a peripheral region within a semiperipheral country, United States.[19]
From a largely Weberian perspective, Fernando Henrique Cardoso described the main tenets of dependency
theory as follows:
There is a financial and technological penetration of the periphery and semi-periphery
countries by the developed capitalist core countries.
That produces an unbalanced economic structure within the peripheral societies and between
them and the central countries.
That leads to limitations upon self-sustained growth in the periphery.
That helps the appearance of specific patterns of class relations.
They require modifications in the role of the state to guarantee the functioning of the economy
and the political articulation of a society, which contains, within itself, foci of inarticulateness

and structural imbalance.[20]
Dependency and world system theory propose that the poverty and backwardness of poor countries are caused
by their peripheral position in the international division of labor. Since the capitalist world system evolved, the
distinction between the central and the peripheral states has grown and diverged. In recognizing a tripartite
pattern in division of labor, world-systems analysis criticized dependency theory with its bimodal system of
only cores and peripheries.

Immanuel Wallerstein
The best-known version of the world-systems approach was developed by Immanuel Wallerstein.[6]
Wallerstein notes that world-systems analysis calls for a unidisciplinary historical social science and contends
that the modern disciplines, products of the 19th century, are deeply flawed because they are not separate
logics, as is manifest for example in the de facto overlap of analysis among scholars of the disciplines.[1]
Wallerstein offers several definitions of a world-system, defining it in 1974 briefly:
a system is defined as a unit with a single division of labor and multiple cultural systems.[21]
He also offered a longer definition:
...a social system, one that has boundaries, structures, member groups, rules of legitimation, and
coherence. Its life is made up of the conflicting forces which hold it together by tension and tear it
apart as each group seeks eternally to remold it to its advantage. It has the characteristics of an
organism, in that it has a life-span over which its characteristics change in some respects and
remain stable in others. One can define its structures as being at different times strong or weak in
terms of the internal logic of its functioning.
— [22]
In 1987, Wallerstein again defined it:
... not the system of the world, but a system that is a world and which can be, most often has
been, located in an area less than the entire globe. World-systems analysis argues that the units of
social reality within which we operate, whose rules constrain us, are for the most part such worldsystems (other than the now extinct, small minisystems that once existed on the earth). Worldsystems analysis argues that there have been thus far only two varieties of world-systems: worldeconomies and world empires. A world-empire (examples, the Roman Empire, Han China) are
large bureaucratic structures with a single political center and an axial division of labor, but
multiple cultures. A world-economy is a large axial division of labor with multiple political
centers and multiple cultures. In English, the hyphen is essential to indicate these concepts.
"World system" without a hyphen suggests that there has been only one world-system in the
history of the world.
— [1]
Wallerstein characterizes the world system as a set of mechanisms, which redistributes surplus value from the
periphery to the core. In his terminology, the core is the developed, industrialized part of the world, and the
periphery is the "underdeveloped", typically raw materials-exporting, poor part of the world; the market being

the means by which the core exploits the periphery.
Apart from them, Wallerstein defines four temporal features of the world system. Cyclical rhythms represent
the short-term fluctuation of economy, and secular trends mean deeper long run tendencies, such as general
economic growth or decline.[1][2] The term contradiction means a general controversy in the system, usually
concerning some short term versus long term tradeoffs. For example, the problem of underconsumption,
wherein the driving down of wages increases the profit for capitalists in the short term, but in the long term, the
decreasing of wages may have a crucially harmful effect by reducing the demand for the product. The last
temporal feature is the crisis: a crisis occurs if a constellation of circumstances brings about the end of the
system.
In Wallerstein's view, there have been three kinds of historical systems across human history: "mini-systems"
or what anthropologists call bands, tribes, and small chiefdoms, and two types of world-systems, one that is
politically unified and the other is not (single state world empires and multi-polity world economies).[1][2]
World-systems are larger, and are ethnically diverse. The modern world-system, a capitalist world-economy, is
unique in being the first and only world-system, which emerged around 1450 to 1550, to have geographically
expanded across the entire planet, by about 1900. It is defined, as a world-economy, in having many political
units tied together as an interstate system and through its division of labor based on capitalist enterprises.[23]

Importance
World-Systems Theory can be useful in understanding world history and the core countries' motives for
imperialization and other involvements like the US aid following natural disasters in developing Central
American countries or imposing regimes on other core states.[24] With the interstate system as a system
constant, the relative economic power of the three tiers points to the internal inequalities that are on the rise in
states that appear to be developing.[25] Some argue that this theory, though, ignores local efforts of innovation
that have nothing to do with the global economy, such as the labor patterns implemented in Caribbean sugar
plantations.[26] Other modern global topics can be easily traced back to the world-systems theory.
As global talk about climate change and the future of industrial corporations, the world systems theory can
help to explain the creation of the G-77 group, a coalition of 77 peripheral and semi-peripheral states wanting a
seat at the global climate discussion table. The group was formed in 1964, but it now has more than 130
members who advocate for multilateral decision making. Since its creation, G-77 members have collaborated
for two main causes: 1) decreasing their vulnerability based on the relative size of economic influence and 2)
improve outcomes for national development.[27] World-systems theory has also been utilized to trace CO2
emissions’ damage to the ozone layer. The levels of world economic entrance and involvement can affect the
damage a country does to the earth. In general, scientists can make assumptions about a country's CO2
emissions based on GDP. Higher exporting countries, countries with debt, and countries with social structure
turmoil land in the upper-periphery tier. Though more research must be done in the arena, scientists can call
core, semi-periphery, and periphery labels as indicators for CO2 intensity.[28]
In a health realm, studies have shown the effect of less industrialized countries’, the periphery's, acceptance of
packaged foods and beverages that are loaded with sugars and preservatives. While core states benefit from
dumping large amounts of processed, fatty foods into poorer states, there has been a recorded increase in
obesity and related chronic conditions such as diabetes and chronic heart disease. While some aspects of the
modernization theory have been found to improve the global obesity crisis, a world systems theory approach
identifies holes in the progress.[29]
Knowledge economy and finance now dominate the industry in core states while manufacturing has shifted to
semi-periphery and periphery ones.[30] Technology has become a defining factor in the placement of states
into core or semi-periphery versus periphery.[31] Wallerstein's theory leaves room for poor countries to move
into better economic development, but he also admits that there will always be a need for periphery countries

as long as there are core states who derive resources from them.[32] As a final mark of modernity, Wallerstein
admits that advocates are the heart of this world-system: “Exploitation and the refusal to accept exploitation as
either inevitable or just constitute the continuing antinomy of the modern era”.[33]

Research questions
World-systems theory asks several key questions:
How is the world system affected by changes in its components (e.g. nations, ethnic groups,
social classes, etc.)?[2]
How does it affect its components?[2]
To what degree, if any, does the core need the periphery to be underdeveloped?[2]
What causes world systems to change?[2]
What system may replace capitalism?[2]
Some questions are more specific to certain subfields; for example, Marxists would concern themselves
whether world-systems theory is a useful or unhelpful development of Marxist theories.[2]

Characteristics
World-systems analysis argues that capitalism, as a historical system, has always integrated a variety of labor
forms within a functioning division of labor (world economy). Countries do not have economies but are part of
the world economy. Far from being separate societies or worlds, the world economy manifests a tripartite
division of labor, with core, semiperipheral and peripheral zones. In the core zones, businesses, with the
support of states they operate within, monopolise the most profitable activities of the division of labor.
There are many ways to attribute a specific country to the core, semi-periphery, or periphery. Using an
empirically based sharp formal definition of "domination" in a two-country relationship, Piana in 2004 defined
the "core" as made up of "free countries" dominating others without being dominated, the "semi-periphery" as
the countries that are dominated (usually, but not necessarily, by core countries) but at the same time
dominating others (usually in the periphery) and "periphery" as the countries dominated. Based on 1998 data,
the full list of countries in the three regions, together with a discussion of methodology, can be found.
The late 18th and early 19th centuries marked a great turning point in the development of capitalism in that
capitalists achieved state society power in the key states, which furthered the industrial revolution marking the
rise of capitalism. World-systems analysis contends that capitalism as a historical system formed earlier and that
countries do not "develop" in stages, but the system does, and events have a different meaning as a phase in
the development of historical capitalism, the emergence of the three ideologies of the national developmental
mythology (the idea that countries can develop through stages if they pursue the right set of policies):
conservatism, liberalism, and radicalism.
Proponents of world-systems analysis see the world stratification system the same way Karl Marx viewed class
(ownership versus nonownership of the means of production) and Max Weber viewed class (which, in
addition to ownership, stressed occupational skill level in the production process). The core states primarily
own and control the major means of production in the world and perform the higher-level production tasks.
The periphery nations own very little of the world's means of production (even when they are located in
periphery states) and provide less-skilled labour. Like a class system with a states, class positions in the world
economy result in an unequal distribution of rewards or resources. The core states receive the greatest share of
surplus production, and periphery states receive the smallest share. Furthermore, core states are usually able to

purchase raw materials and other goods from non-core states at low prices and demand higher prices for their
exports to non-core states. Chirot (1986) lists the five most important benefits coming to core states from their
domination of the periphery:
1. Access to a large quantity of raw material
2. Cheap labour
3. Enormous profits from direct capital investments
4. A market for exports
5. Skilled professional labor through migration of these people from the non-core to the core.[34]
According to Wallerstein, the unique qualities of the modern world system include its capitalistic nature, its
truly global nature, and the fact that it is a world economy that has not become politically unified into a world
empire.[2]

Core states
In general, core states:
Are the most economically diversified, wealthy, and powerful both economically and
militarily[2][6]
Have strong central governments controlling extensive bureaucracies and powerful
militaries[2][6]
Have stronger and more complex state institutions that help manage economic affairs internally
and externally
Have a sufficiently large tax base, such that state institutions can provide the infrastructure for a
strong economy
Are highly industrialised and produce manufactured goods for export instead of raw materials[2]
Increasingly tend to specialise in the information, finance, and service industries
Are more regularly at the forefront of new technologies and new industries. Contemporary
examples include the electronics and biotechnology industries. The use of the assembly line is
a historic example of this trend.
Have strong bourgeois and working classes[2]
Have significant means of influence over non-core states[2]
Are relatively independent of outside control
Throughout the history of the modern world system, a group of core states has competed for access to the
world's resources, economic dominance, and hegemony over periphery states. Occasionally, one core state
possessed clear dominance over the others.[3] According to Immanuel Wallerstein, a core state is dominant
over all the others when it has a lead in three forms of economic dominance:
1. Productivity dominance allows a country to develop higher-quality products at a cheaper
price compared to other countries.
2. Productivity dominance may lead to trade dominance. In this case, there is a favorable
balance of trade for the dominant state since other countries are buying more of its products
than those of others.
3. Trade dominance may lead to financial dominance. At this point, more money is flowing into
the country than is leaving it. Bankers from the dominant state tend to acquire greater control
over the world's financial resources.[35]

Military dominance is also likely once a state has reached this point. However, it has been posited that
throughout the modern world system, no state has been able to use its military to gain economic dominance.
Each of the past dominant states became dominant with fairly small levels of military spending and began to
lose economic dominance with military expansion later on.[36] Historically, cores were located in northwestern
Europe (England, France, Netherlands) but later appeared in other parts of the world such as the United States,
Canada, and Australia.[3][6]

Peripheral states
Are the least economically diversified
Have relatively weak governments[2][6]
Have relatively weak institutions, with tax bases too small to support infrastructural
development
Tend to depend on one type of economic activity, often by extracting and exporting raw
materials to core states[2][6]
Tend to be the least industrialized[6]
Are often targets for investments from multinational (or transnational) corporations from core
states that come into the country to exploit cheap unskilled labor in order to export back to core
states
Have a small bourgeois and a large peasant classes[2]
Tend to have populations with high percentages of poor and uneducated people
Tend to have very high social inequality because of small upper classes that own most of the
land and have profitable ties to multinational corporations
Tend to be extensively influenced by core states and their multinational corporations and often
forced to follow economic policies that help core states and harm the long-term economic
prospects of peripheral states.[2]
Historically, peripheries were found outside Europe, such as in Latin America and today in sub-Saharan
Africa.[6]

Semi-peripheral states
Semi-peripheral states are those that are midway between the core and periphery.[6] Thus, they have to keep
themselves from falling into the category of peripheral states and at the same time, they strive to join the
category of core states. Therefore, they tend to apply protectionist policies most aggressively among the three
categories of states.[23] They tend to be countries moving towards industrialization and more diversified
economies. These regions often have relatively developed and diversified economies but are not dominant in
international trade.[6] They tend to export more to peripheral states and import more from core states in trade.
According to some scholars, such as Chirot, they are not as subject to outside manipulation as peripheral
societies; but according to others (Barfield), they have "periperial-like" relations to the core.[2][37] While in the
sphere of influence of some cores, semiperipheries also tend to exert their own control over some
peripheries.[6] Further, semi-peripheries act as buffers between cores and peripheries[6] and thus "...partially
deflect the political pressures which groups primarily located in peripheral areas might otherwise direct against
core-states" and stabilise the world system.[2][3]
Semi-peripheries can come into existence from developing peripheries and declining cores.[6] Historically, two
examples of semiperipheral states would be Spain and Portugal, which fell from their early core positions but
still managed to retain influence in Latin America.[6] Those countries imported silver and gold from their

American colonies but then had to use it to pay for manufactured goods from core countries such as England
and France.[6] In the 20th century, states like the "settler colonies" of Australia, Canada and New Zealand had
a semiperipheral status. In the 21st century, states like Brazil, Russia, India, Israel, China, South Korea and
South Africa (BRICS) are usually considered semiperipheral.[38]

External areas
External areas are those that maintain socially necessary divisions of labor independent of the capitalist world
economy.[6]

The interpretation of world history
Before the 16th century, Europe was
dominated by feudal economies.[6]
European economies grew from mid12th to 14th century but from 14th to mid
15th century, they suffered from a major
crisis.[3][6] Wallerstein explains this crisis
as caused by the following:
1. stagnation or even decline of
agricultural production,
increasing the burden of
peasants,
2. decreased agricultural
productivity caused by changing
climatological conditions (Little
Ice Age),
3. an increase in epidemics (Black
The 13th century world-system
Death),
4. optimum level of the feudal
economy having been reached in its economic cycle; the economy moved beyond it and
entered a depression period.[6]
As a response to the failure of the feudal system, European society embraced the capitalist system.[6]
Europeans were motivated to develop technology to explore and trade around the world, using their superior
military to take control of the trade routes.[3] Europeans exploited their initial small advantages, which led to
an accelerating process of accumulation of wealth and power in Europe.[3]
Wallerstein notes that never before had an economic system encompassed that much of the world, with trade
links crossing so many political boundaries.[6] In the past, geographically large economic systems existed but
were mostly limited to spheres of domination of large empires (such as the Roman Empire); development of
capitalism enabled the world economy to extend beyond individual states.[6] International division of labor
was crucial in deciding what relationships exists between different regions, their labor conditions and political
systems.[6] For classification and comparison purposes, Wallerstein introduced the categories of core, semiperiphery, periphery, and external countries.[6] Cores monopolized the capital-intensive production, and the
rest of the world could provide only workforce and raw resources.[3] The resulting inequality reinforced
existing unequal development.[3]

According to Wallerstein there have only been three periods in which a core state dominated in the modern
world-system, with each lasting less than one hundred years. In the initial centuries of the rise of European
dominance, Northwestern Europe constituted the core, Mediterranean Europe the semiperiphery, and Eastern
Europe and the Western hemisphere (and parts of Asia) the periphery.[3][6] Around 1450, Spain and Portugal
took the early lead when conditions became right for a capitalist world-economy. They led the way in
establishing overseas colonies. However, Portugal and Spain lost their lead, primarily by becoming
overextended with empire-building. It became too expensive to dominate and protect so many colonial
territories around the world.[36][37][39]
The first state to gain clear dominance was the Netherlands in the 17th
century, after its revolution led to a new financial system that many
historians consider revolutionary.[36] An impressive shipbuilding
industry also contributed to their economic dominance through more
exports to other countries.[34] Eventually, other countries began to
copy the financial methods and efficient production created by the
Dutch. After the Dutch gained their dominant status, the standard of
living rose, pushing up production costs.[35]

Dutch fluyts of the seventeenth

century
Dutch bankers began to go outside of the country seeking profitable
[36]
investments, and the flow of capital moved, especially to England.
By the end of the 17th century, conflict among core states increased as
a result of the economic decline of the Dutch. Dutch financial investment helped England gain productivity
and trade dominance, and Dutch military support helped England to defeat France, the other country
competing for dominance at the time.

Map showing the British Empire in 1921

In the 19th century, Britain replaced the
Netherlands as the hegemon.[3] As a
result of the new British dominance, the
world system became relatively stable
again during the 19th century. The
British began to expand globally, with
many colonies in the New World, Africa,
and Asia. The colonial system began to
place a strain on the British military and,
along with other factors, led to an
economic decline. Again there was a
great deal of core conflict after the British
lost their clear dominance. This time it

was Germany, and later Italy and Japan that provided the new threat.
Industrialization was another ongoing process during British dominance, resulting in the diminishing
importance of the agricultural sector.[6] In the 18th century, Britain was Europe's leading industrial and
agricultural producer; by 1900, only 10% of England's population was working in the agricultural sector.[6]
By 1900, the modern world system appeared very different from that of a century earlier in that most of the
periphery societies had already been colonised by one of the older core states.[34] In 1800, the old European
core claimed 35% of the world's territory, but by 1914, it claimed 85% of the world's territory, with the
Scramble for Africa closing out the imperial era.[36] If a core state wanted periphery areas to exploit as had
done the Dutch and British, these periphery areas had to be taken from another core state, which the US did by
way of the Spanish–American War, and Germany, and then Japan and Italy, attempted to do in the leadup to
World War II. The modern world system was thus geographically global, and even the most remote regions of
the world had all been integrated into the global economy.[2][3]

As countries vied for core status, so did the United States. The American Civil War led to more power for the
Northern industrial elites, who were now better able to pressure the government for policies helping industrial
expansion. Like the Dutch bankers, British bankers were putting more investment toward the United States.
The US had a small military budget compared to other industrial state at the time.[36]
The US began to take the place of the British as a new dominant state after World War I.[3] With Japan and
Europe in ruins after World War II, the US was able to dominate the modern world system more than any
other country in history, while the USSR and to a lesser extent China were viewed as primary threats.[3] At its
height, US economic reach accounted for over half of the world's industrial production, owned two thirds of
the gold reserves in the world and supplied one third of the world's exports.[36]
However, since the end of the Cold War, the future of US hegemony has been questioned by some scholars, as
its hegemonic position has been in decline for a few decades.[3] By the end of the 20th century, the core of the
wealthy industrialized countries was composed of Western Europe, the United States, Japan and a rather
limited selection of other countries.[3] The semiperiphery was typically composed of independent states that
had not achieved Western levels of influence, while poor former colonies of the West formed most of the
periphery.[3]

Criticisms
World-systems theory has attracted criticisms from its rivals; notably for being too focused on economy and
not enough on culture and for being too core-centric and state-centric.[2] William I. Robinson has criticized
world-systems theory for its nation-state centrism, state-structuralist approach, and its inability to conceptualize
the rise of globalization.[40] Robinson suggests that world-systems theory doesn't account for emerging
transnational social forces and the relationships forged between them and global institutions serving their
interests.[40] These forces operate on a global, rather than state system and cannot be understood by
Wallerstein's nation-centered approach.[40]
According to Wallerstein himself, critique of the world-systems approach comes from four directions: the
positivists, the orthodox Marxists, the state autonomists, and the culturalists.[1] The positivists criticise the
approach as too prone to generalization, lacking quantitative data and failing to put forth a falsifiable
proposition.[1] Orthodox Marxists find the world-systems approach deviating too far from orthodox Marxist
principles, such as by not giving enough weight to the concept of social class.[1] The state autonomists criticize
the theory for blurring the boundaries between state and businesses.[1] Further, the positivists and the state
autonomists argue that state should be the central unit of analysis.[1] Finally, the culturalists argue that worldsystems theory puts too much importance on the economy and not enough on the culture.[1] In Wallerstein's
own words:
In short, most of the criticisms of world-systems analysis criticize it for what it explicitly proclaims
as its perspective. World-systems analysis views these other modes of analysis as defective and/or
limiting in scope and calls for unthinking them.[1]
One of the fundamental conceptual problems of the world-system theory is that the assumptions that define its
actual conceptual units are social systems. The assumptions, which define them, need to be examined as well
as how they are related to each other and how one changes into another. The essential argument of the worldsystem theory is that in the 16th century a capitalist world economy developed, which could be described as a
world system.[41] The following is a theoretical critique concerned with the basic claims of world-system
theory: "There are today no socialist systems in the world-economy any more than there are feudal systems
because there is only one world system. It is a world-economy and it is by definition capitalist in form."[41]

Robert Brenner has pointed out that the prioritization of the world market means the neglect of local class
structures and class struggles: "They fail to take into account either the way in which these class structures
themselves emerge as the outcome of class struggles whose results are incomprehensible in terms merely of
market forces."[41] Another criticism is that of reductionism made by Theda Skocpol: she believes the
interstate system is far from being a simple superstructure of the capitalist world economy: "The international
states system as a transnational structure of military competition was not originally created by capitalism.
Throughout modern world history, it represents an analytically autonomous level [... of] world capitalism, but
[is] not reducible to it."[41]
A concept that we can perceive as critique and mostly as renewal is the concept of coloniality (Anibal
Quijano, 2000, Nepantla, Coloniality of power, eurocentrism and Latin America[42]). Issued from the think
tank of the group "modernity/coloniality" (es:Grupo modernidad/colonialidad) in Latin America, it re-uses the
concept of world working division and core/periphery system in its system of coloniality. But criticizing the
"core-centric" origin of World-system and its only economical development, "coloniality" allows further
conception of how power still processes in a colonial way over worldwide populations (Ramon Grosfogel,
"the epistemic decolonial turn" 2007[43]): "by 'colonial situations' I mean the cultural, political, sexual,
spiritual, epistemic and economic oppression/exploitation of subordinate racialized/ethnic groups by dominant
racialized/ethnic groups with or without the existence of colonial administration". Coloniality covers, so far,
several fields such as coloniality of gender (Maria Lugones[44]), coloniality of "being" (Maldonado Torres),
coloniality of knowledge (Walter Mignolo) and Coloniality of power (Anibal Quijano).

New developments
New developments in world systems research include studies on the cyclical processes. More specifically, it
refers to the cycle of leading industries or products (ones that are new and have an important share of the
overall world market for commodities), which is equal to dissolution of quasi-monopolies or other forms of
partial monopolies achieved by core states. Such forms of partial monopolies are achievable through
ownership of leading industries or products, which require technological capabilities, patents, restrictions on
imports and/or exports, government subsidies, etc. Such capabilities are most often found in core states, which
accumulate capital through achieving such quasi-monopolies with leading industries or products.
As capital is accumulated, employment and wage also increase, creating a sense of prosperity. This leads to
increased production, and sometimes even overproduction, causing price competition to arise. To lower
production costs, production processes of the leading industries or products are relocated to semi-peripheral
states. When competition increases and quasi-monopolies cease to exist, their owners, often core states, move
on to other new leading industries or products, and the cycle continues.[23]
Other new developments include the consequences of the dissolution of the Soviet Union, the roles of gender
and the culture, studies of slavery and incorporation of new regions into the world system and the precapitalist
world systems.[2] Arguably, the greatest source of renewal in world-systems analysis since 2000 has been the
synthesis of world-system and environmental approaches. Key figures in the "greening" of world-systems
analysis include Minqi Li, Jason W. Moore, Andreas Malm, Stephen Bunker, Alf Hornborg, and Richard
York.

Time period
Wallerstein traces the origin of today's world-system to the "long 16th century" (a period that began with the
discovery of the Americas by Western European sailors and ended with the English Revolution of
1640).[2][3][6] And, according to Wallerstein, globalization, or the becoming of the world's system, is a process
coterminous with the spread and development of capitalism over the past 500 years.

Janet Abu Lughod argues that a pre-modern world system extensive across Eurasia existed in the 13th century
prior to the formation of the modern world-system identified by Wallerstein. Janet Abu Lughod contends that
the Mongol Empire played an important role in stitching together the Chinese, Indian, Muslim and European
regions in the 13th century, before the rise of the modern world system.[45] In debates, Wallerstein contends
that Lughod's system was not a "world-system" because it did not entail integrated production networks, but it
was instead a vast trading network.
Andre Gunder Frank goes further and claims that a global world
system that includes Asia, Europe and Africa has existed since the 4th
millennium BCE. The centre of this system was in Asia, specifically
China.[46] Andrey Korotayev goes even further than Frank and dates
the beginning of the world system formation to the 10th millennium
BCE and connects it with the start of the Neolithic Revolution in the
Middle East. According to him, the centre of this system was
originally in Western Asia.[47]
The 11th century world system

Research
Wallerstein's theories are recognized throughout the world. In the United States, one of the hubs of worldsystems research is at the Fernand Braudel Center for the Study of Economies, Historical Systems and
Civilizations, at Binghamton University.[2] Among the most important related periodicals are the Journal of
World-Systems Research, published by the American Sociological Association's Section on the Political
Economy of the World System (PEWS), and the Review, published the Braudel Center.[2]
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Immanuel Wallerstein
Immanuel Maurice Wallerstein (/ˈwɔːlərstiːn/;[4] September
28, 1930 – August 31, 2019) was an American sociologist and
economic historian. He is perhaps best known for his
development of the general approach in sociology which led to
the emergence of his world-systems approach.[5] He was a
Senior Research Scholar at Yale University from 2000 until his
death in 2019, and published bimonthly syndicated
commentaries through Agence Global on world affairs from
October 1998 to July 2019.[6][7]

Immanuel Wallerstein

He was the 13th president of International Sociological
Association (1994–1998).[8]
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Early life and education
His parents, Sara Günsberg (born in 1895) and Menachem
Lazar Wallerstein (born in 1890), were Polish Jews from Galicia
who moved to Berlin, where they married in 1919, due to the
outbreak of World War I. Two years later, Sara gave birth to

their first son, Solomon. In 1923, the Wallerstein family
emigrated to New York, where Immanuel was born.[9] On the
"list of alien passengers for the United States" at the time of his
family's emigration, the nationality of his mother and brother
was described as Polish.[9]
Having grown up in a politically conscious family, Wallerstein
first became interested in world affairs as a teenager.[3] He
received all three of his degrees from Columbia University: a
BA in 1951, an MA in 1954, and a PhD in 1959. However,
throughout his life, Wallerstein also studied at other universities
around the world, including Oxford University from 1955 to
1956,[10] Université libre de Bruxelles, Universite Paris 7 Denis
Diderot, and Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México.

Academic work
Discipline

Sociologist, Historian

Subdiscipline

Historical sociology,
Comparative sociology,
World-systems theory

Institutions Columbia University, McGill
University, Binghamton
University, École des
Hautes Études en Sciences
Sociales, Yale University
Notable
students

Beverly J. Silver, Michael
Hechter, John R. Logan

http://www.iwallerstein.com/
From 1951 to 1953 Wallerstein served in the U.S. Army.[3] Website
After his discharge, he wrote a master's thesis on McCarthyism
as a phenomenon of American political culture. The widely cited work, as Wallerstein himself later stated,
"confirmed my sense that I should consider myself, in the language of the 1950s, a 'political sociologist' ".[3]

Academic career
Wallerstein's academic and professional career began at Columbia University where he was first an instructor
and then associate professor of sociology from 1958 to 1971.[10] During his time there he became a prominent
supporter of the students during the Columbia University protests of 1968.[11] In 1971 he moved from New
York to Montreal, where he taught at McGill University for five years.[10]
Originally, Wallerstein's prime area of intellectual concern was not American politics, but the politics of the
non-European world, most especially of India and Africa.[3] For two decades Wallerstein researched Africa,
publishing numerous books and articles,[3] and in 1973 he became president of the African Studies
Association.[12]
In 1976 Wallerstein was offered the unique opportunity to pursue a new avenue of research, and so became
head of the Fernand Braudel Center for the Study of Economies, Historical Systems and Civilization at
Binghamton University in New York,[13] whose mission was "to engage in the analysis of large-scale social
change over long periods of historical time".[14] The Center opened with the publishing support of a new
journal, Review,[10] (of which Wallerstein was the founding editor), and would go on to produce a body of
work that "went a long way toward invigorating sociology and its sister disciplines, especially history and
political-economy".[10] Wallerstein would serve as a distinguished professor of sociology at Binghamton until
his retirement in 1999.[12]
During his career Wallerstein held visiting-professor posts in Hong Kong, British Columbia, and Amsterdam,
among numerous others.[15] He was awarded multiple honorary titles, intermittently served as Directeur
d'études associé at the École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales in Paris, and served as president of the
International Sociological Association between 1994 and 1998.[16] Similarly, during the 1990s he chaired the
Gulbenkian Commission on the Restructuring of the Social Sciences, whose object was to indicate a direction
for social scientific inquiry for the next 50 years.[17]
Between 2000 and his death in 2019 Wallerstein worked as a Senior Research Scholar at Yale University.[18]
He was also a member of the Advisory Editors Council of the Social Evolution & History journal. In 2003, he
received the "Career of Distinguished Scholarship Award" from the American Sociological Association,[12]

and in 2004 the International N. D. Kondratieff Foundation and the Russian Academy of Natural Sciences
(RAEN) awarded him the Gold Kondratieff Medal.[19] Wallerstein died on August 31, 2019 from an
infection, at the age of 88.[20]

Theory
Wallerstein began as an expert on post-colonial African affairs, which he selected as the focus of his studies
after attending international youth conferences in 1951 and 1952.[21] His publications were almost exclusively
devoted to this until the early 1970s, when he began to distinguish himself as a historian and theorist of the
global capitalist economy on a macroscopic level. His early criticism of global capitalism and championship of
"anti-systemic movements" made him an éminence grise with the anti-globalization movement within and
outside of the academic community, along with Noam Chomsky and Pierre Bourdieu.
His most important work, The Modern World-System, appeared in four volumes between 1974 and 2011.[22]
In it, Wallerstein drew on several intellectual influences. From Karl Marx, Wallerstein took the underlying
emphasis on economic factors and their dominance over ideological factors in global politics; and such ideas as
the dichotomy between capital and labor; while criticizing the traditional Marxian view of world economic
development through stages such as feudalism and capitalism, and while criticizing as well its account of the
process of accumulation of capital, and of dialectics. From dependency theory, he took the key concepts of
"core" and "periphery".
However, Wallerstein named Frantz Fanon, Fernand Braudel, and Ilya Prigogine as the three individuals who
exerted the greatest influence "in modifying my line of argument (as opposed to deepening a parallel line of
argument)."[3] In The Essential Wallerstein, he stated that: "Fanon represented for me the expression of the
insistence by those disenfranchised by the modern world‑system that they have a voice, a vision, and a claim
not merely to justice but to intellectual valuation.";[3] that Braudel, for his description of the development and
political implications of extensive networks of economic exchange in the European world between 1400 and
1800, "more than anyone else made me conscious of the central importance of the social construction of time
and space and its impact on our analyses.";[3] and that "Prigogine forced me to face the implications of a world
in which certainties did not exist – but knowledge still did."[3]
Wallerstein also stated that another major influence on his work was the "world revolution" of 1968. A
member of the faculty of Columbia University at the time of the student protests, he participated in a faculty
committee that attempted to resolve the dispute. He argued in several works that this revolution marked the end
of "liberalism" as a viable ideology in the modern world system. He also argued that the end of the Cold War,
rather than marking a triumph for liberalism, indicates that the current system has entered its 'end' phase: a
period of crisis that will end only when it is replaced by another system.[23] Wallerstein anticipated the
growing importance of the North–South divide at a time when the main world conflict was the Cold War.
Wallerstein was often mocked for arguing since 1980 that the United States is a "hegemon in decline", but
since the Iraq War this argument has become more widespread. During this time, Wallerstein also argued that
the development of the capitalist world economy was detrimental to a large proportion of the world's
population.[24] Like Marx, Wallerstein predicted that capitalism will be replaced by a socialist economy, a
view held in the 1970s, but reassessed in the 1980s.[25] He concluded that the successor system(s) is
unknowable.
Wallerstein both participated in and wrote about the World Social Forum.

The Modern World-System

Wallerstein's first volume on world-systems theory (The Modern World System, 1974) was predominantly
written during a year at the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences (now affiliated with
Stanford University).[5] In it, he argues that the modern world system is distinguished from empires by its
reliance on economic control of the world order by a dominating capitalist center (core) in systemic economic
and political relation to peripheral and semi-peripheral world areas.[26]
Wallerstein rejected the notion of a "Third World", claiming that there is only one world connected by a
complex network of economic exchange relationships — i.e., a "world-economy" or "world-system" in which
the "dichotomy of capital and labor" and the endless "accumulation of capital" by competing agents
(historically including, but not limited, to nation-states) account for frictions.[27] This approach is known as the
world-system theory.
Wallerstein located the origin of the modern world-system in 16th-century Western Europe and the Americas.
An initially slight advance in capital accumulation in Britain, the Dutch Republic, and France, due to specific
political circumstances at the end of the period of feudalism, set in motion a process of gradual expansion. As a
result, only one global network or system of economic exchange exists in modern society. By the 19th century,
virtually every area on earth was incorporated into the capitalist world-economy.
The capitalist world-system is far from homogeneous in cultural, political, and economic terms; instead, it is
characterized by fundamental differences in social development, accumulation of political power, and capital.
Contrary to affirmative theories of modernization and capitalism, Wallerstein did not conceive of these
differences as mere residues or irregularities that can and will be overcome as the system evolves.
A lasting division of the world into core, semi-periphery, and periphery is an inherent feature of world-system
theory. Other theories, partially drawn on by Wallerstein, leave out the semi-periphery and do not allow for a
grayscale of development.[27] Areas which have so far remained outside the reach of the world-system enter it
at the stage of "periphery". There is a fundamental and institutionally stabilized "division of labor" between
core and periphery: while the core has a high level of technological development and manufactures complex
products, the role of the periphery is to supply raw materials, agricultural products, and cheap labor for the
expanding agents of the core. Economic exchange between core and periphery takes place on unequal terms:
the periphery is forced to sell its products at low prices, but has to buy the core's products at comparatively
high prices. Once established, this unequal state tends to stabilize itself due to inherent, quasi-deterministic
constraints. The statuses of core and periphery are not exclusive and fixed geographically, but are relative to
each other. A zone defined as "semi-periphery" acts as a periphery to the core and as a core to the periphery.
At the end of the 20th century, this zone would comprise Eastern Europe, China, Brazil, and Mexico. It is
important to note that core and peripheral zones can co-exist in the same location.
One effect of the expansion of the world-system is the commodification of things, including human labor.
Natural resources, land, labor, and human relationships are gradually being stripped of their "intrinsic" value
and turned into commodities in a market which determines their exchange value.
In the last two decades of his life, Wallerstein increasingly focused on the intellectual foundations of the
modern world-system and the pursuit of universal theories of human behavior. In addition, he showed interest
in the "structures of knowledge" defined by the disciplinary division between sociology, anthropology,
political science, economics, and the humanities, which he himself regarded as Eurocentric. In analyzing them,
he was highly influenced by the "new sciences" of theorists like Ilya Prigogine.

Criticism
Wallerstein's theory provoked harsh criticism, not only from neo-liberal or conservative circles but even from
some historians who say that some of his assertions may be historically incorrect. Some critics suggest that
Wallerstein tended to neglect the cultural dimension of the modern world-system, arguing that there is a world

system of global culture which is independent from the economic processes of capitalism;[28] this reduces it to
what some call "official" ideologies of states which can then easily be revealed as mere agencies of economic
interest. Nevertheless, his analytical approach, along with that of associated theorists such as Andre Gunder
Frank, Terence Hopkins, Samir Amin, Christopher Chase-Dunn, Thomas D. Hall, Anibal Quijano and
Giovanni Arrighi, has made a significant impact on the field and has established an institutional base devoted
to the general approach of intellectual inquiry. Their ideology has also attracted strong interest from the antiglobalization movement.
Arthur Stinchcombe was very critical of Wallerstein's The Modern World-System, writing that the book
presents no theoretical argument and no determinate mechanisms. Instead, the theory of the book "reduces to a
general imperative for the scholar to look for world system influences, perhaps wise advice but not very
specific." Stinchcombe also argues that the book does not define its concepts independently of their effects,
thus entailing tautologies regarding cores, peripheries and semi-peripheries.[29]

Terms and definitions
Capitalist world-system
Wallerstein's definition follows dependency theory, which intended to combine the developments of the
different societies since the 16th century in different regions into one collective development. The main
characteristic of his definition is the development of a global division of labour, including the existence of
independent political units (in this case, states) at the same time. There is no political center, compared to
global empires like the Roman Empire; instead, the capitalist world-system is identified by the global market
economy. It is divided into core, semi-periphery, and periphery regions, and is ruled by the capitalist mode of
production.

Core/periphery
Defines the difference between developed and developing countries, characterized e.g. by power or wealth.
The core refers to developed countries, the periphery to the dependent developing countries. The main reason
for the position of the developed countries is economic power.

Semi-periphery
Defines states that are located between core and periphery, and who benefit from the periphery through
unequal exchange relations. At the same time, the core benefits from the semi-periphery through unequal
exchange relations.

Quasi-monopolies
Defines a kind of monopoly where there is more than one service provider for a particular good/service.
Wallerstein claims that quasi-monopolies are self-liquidating because new sellers go into the market by
exerting political pressure to open markets to competition.[30]

Kondratiev waves

A Kondratiev wave is defined as a cyclical tendency in the world's economy. It is also known as a supercycle.
Wallerstein argues that global wars are tied to Kondratiev waves. According to him, global conflicts occur as
the summer phase of a wave begins, which is when production of goods and services around the world are on
an upswing.[31]

Honors and fellowships
International Sociological Association Award for Excellence in Research and Practice, 2014
N.D. Kondratieff Gold Medal, Russian Academy of Natural Sciences, 2005
Distinguished Fellow, St. John's College, University of British Columbia, 2004–present
Centro de Estudios, Información y Documentación Immanuel Wallerstein, Univ. de la TierraChiapas y el CIDECI Las Casas, 2004–present
Career of Distinguished Scholarship Award, American Sociological Association, 2003
Career of Distinguished Scholarship Award, Political Economy of the World-System Section of
American Sociological Association, 2003
Premio Carlos Marx 2003, Fondo Cultural Tercer Mundo, Mexico
Leerstoel (Chair) Immanuel Wallerstein, University of Ghent, 2002– [Inaugural Lecture by IW on
Mar. 11, 2002]
Fellow, The American Academy of Arts and Sciences, 1998
IPE Distinguished Scholar, International Studies Association, 1998
Gulbenkian Professor of Science and Technology, 1994
Medal of the University, University of Helsinki, 1992
Wei Lun Visiting Professor, Chinese University of Hong Kong, 1991
University Award for Excellence in Scholarship, Binghamton University, 1991
George A. Miller Visiting Professor, University of Illinois-Urbana, 1989
Officier, Ordre des Arts et des Lettres, France, 1984
Sorokin Prize (for Distinguished Scholarship), American Sociological Association, 1975
Fellow, Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, Stanford, 1970–71
Ford Fellow in Economics, Political Science and Sociology, 1970–71
Foreign Area Fellowship, Africa, 1955–57
Phi Beta Kappa, 1951

Personal life
On May 25, 1964, he married Beatrice Friedman. The couple had a daughter, with two children from
Beatrice's previous marriage, and five grandchildren.[10]
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